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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXI CO
March 30, 1973
TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

April Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held
Tuesday, April 10, at 3:00 p.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include t h e following items:
pp, 2- 4

1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meeting of March 13.
(Minutes attached.)

pp, 5-6

2.

Election of four regular members (for two-year terms),
one regular member for one-year term (to fill the unexpired term of Professor Green), and five alternates
(for one-year terms) to the 1973 - 74 Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee . The following valid nominations
were made at the March 13 meeting (please see the brief
biographical sketches attached) :
Antreasian (Art)
Caton (Chemistry)
Findley (Biology)
Foster (Library)
Gonzales (Elem . Ed . )
Hersh (Math)
Holzapfel (M & CL)
Horak (Nuclear Eng)

pp, 7-9

3.

Rep ort of the Faculty Policy Committee 's Subcommittee
for Constitutional Revision (Statements received by the
Secretary concerning possible amendments are attached) .
NOTE : PLEASE BRING PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
INCLUDED WITH THE MARCH 13 AGENDA .

4.

Election of a Vice chairman of the Voting Faculty for
1973-74.

5.

Election of two members-at- large of the Policy Committee
for terms of two years, 1973 - 75 .

6.

Election of a Secretary of the Voting Faculty for a
three-year term, 1973-76 .

Pp, l0-14 7.

P. 15

King (Physics & Astronomy)
Koschmann (Elec Eng)
Martinez (Civil Eng)
Merkx (Sociology)
Nason (M & CL)
Roebuck (History)
Slate (B&AS)
Whidde n (English)

8.

Professor Ames' motion regarding Vice President Travel stead's letter of censure (Statements attached) .
Fac ulty Senate Proposal (Statement attached) .
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
April 10, 1973
(Summarized Minutes)
The April 10, 1973, meeting of the University Faculty was called
to order by President Heady at 3:08 p.m., with a quorum present.
A motion to alter the order of the agenda so as to consider the

matter of a Faculty Senate prior to the proposed Constitution
revisions failed to pass by the required two-thirds majority.
The summarized minutes of the March 13 meeting were approved by
the Faculty as submitted.
The following elections were made to the 1973-74 Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee:
for two-year terms as regular members
(1973-75)--Professors Caton, Findley, Nason, and Roebuck; for a
one-year term as a regular member--Pro:Eessov Tamara Holzapfel;
a~d for one-year terms as alternates--Professors Gonzales, Hersh,
King, Merkx, and Whidden.
A m~tion having been approved to take from the table the March 13
mot~on concerning Constitution revisions, Professor Hicks,
cha7rman of the Faculty Policy Committee, made the following
series of motions:

1.

Delete Article III, Section 5, thus officially abolishing
the Administrative Committee which has been non-functional for several years.
(Carried.)

2.

That Article I, Section 5(b) be revised to change the
quorum for regular faculty meetings to 10 per cent of
the Voting Faculty on active duty at the beginning of
the academic year.
(The Faculty approved an amendment
by Professor Cottrell to remove the word "regular" and
thus to delete the second sentence of 5(c) as proposed,
the latter calling for a quorum of 15 per cent for
special faculty meetings. As thus amended, the Faculty
approved the change in S(b).)

3.

That Article I
Section S{c) be revised to read:
"~pecial meeti~gs shall be called by the presid~ng officer at his discretion, or whenever a request in
Writing is made by _gg fewer than~ per c~nt.of the
Voting Faculty .Q.!l active duty at the beginning of the
academic year, or by a majority vote of ~ny College
Faculty." Amendments to change the requirement to
"no fewer than forty members of the Voting Faculty"
and "no fewer than 10 per cent of the Voting Faculty"
being defeated, the Faculty voted to approve the
revision as presented.

/f
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4.

That ~her~ be a ne~ item (1)--item (1) in the present
Constitution becoming (2)--under Article I Section
6 (a) to read as follows:
"to exercise ultimate
responsibility fer the agenda (1f University faculty
meetings .. "
(Carried .. )

~t this point, a motion to postpone indefinitely the consideration
of any further amendments to the Constitution was lost.)

s.

In Article I, Section 6 (a) (2) -- (1) in the present
Constitution--change "chairmen " to "chairpersons . "
(Carried.)

6.

In Article I, Section 6 (a), add a new item (3) to re~a,
" to create special committees to assist it and be
responsible to it."
(This would take the place of tht:!
NOTE presently at the end of A~ticle I.)
(Carried .)

7.

In Article I, Section 6 (a), add a new item (7) to re·1d
"to formulate and recommend revisions and by-laws of
the Faculty Constitution.," An amendment to insert
the words "to the General Faculty" ctfter "recommend"
was lost; an amendment to strike the words "and by-laws"
was approved; an amendment to add a sentence, "This power
is not exclusively reserved to the Faculty Policy Committee, was approved.
(As thus twice amended, the
motion failed to carry, so items (8) and (9) as propcsed
now are to be renumbered (7) and (8).)
11

8.

In Article I, Section 6 (a), make the following editcrial
changes: item t2} in the present Constitution becomE.s
(4) and has the words "of these" deleted; in item (5) -(3) in the present Constitution--change the word "special"
to "other"; item (4) in the present Constitution becomes
item (6); in item (8} as proposed (item (7, as renumbered
and item (5) in the present Constitution), add "other"
before "reports" and change "direct" to "directly";
and item (6) in the present Constitution becomes item (8).

9.

In Article I, change Section 6 (b) to have a Faculty
Policy Committet:! of 26 members plus alternates--an
amendment to be substituted for the FPC's earlier
proposal of 31 members plus , .lternates--as follows :
two members and two alternates elected by each of the
Colleges or Schools, one mernLer and one alternate by
the Graduate Committee, one member and one alternate by
the Library faculty, and six members-at-large elected by
mail ballot.
(Professor Regener explained that, while
this was not a part of the formal p~oposal, a larg~r FPC
would permit the establishment of five Faculty Policy
Committee subcummittees covering the various areas of
interest--an academic council, a research council, ~
budget council, an operational council (campus and

I
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calendar council), and a student-faculty council--with
the chairperson of each psrtinent standing committee
also being a member of the appropriate council.) A
motion to table the proposed changes in Section 6 (b)
and (c)--the adoption of (c) was not specifically
presented by Professor Hicks but it concerned the
election process for the proposed larger Faculty
Policy Committee--was then approved by the Faculty.
A

motion to adjourn and reconvene in two weeks was approved.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

JND:rl

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
April 10, 1973
The April 10, 1973, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by President Heady at 3:08 p.m., with
a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY

The meeting will come to order.

Before I recognize you, I think you all have the call
to the meeting with eight items on the agenda, several of
which were carried over from the last meeting that we had
in March.
The order in which these items appear on the agenda
is the order in which the presiding officer and the secretary were advised by the Faculty Policy Committee that that
corrunittee would like to see them on the agenda.
I have been informed prior to the beginning of the
meeting by one person, and perhaps two, that there may be
a motion to change the order in which we take up these items.
I have gotten parliamentary advice and my understanding of
the situation is that it would be proper for a motion to
be made to suspend the rules and change the order of business.
If there is such a motion made, it is not a debatable
motion, and it would require a two-thirds vote to pass it.
I want to give that preliminary information to eve r ybody concerned before we proceed.
I will recognize Professor Merkx.
PROFESSOR MERKX A number of us feel that we would
1·ike to consider the senate before considering the constituti onal
changes proposed by the Policy committee, and therefore I
move that we suspend the rules and alter the agenda so as
to Place the Faculty senate proposal following the election
of the Academic Freedom committe e members. That would make
it i' tem three.
PROFESSOR REGENER
HEADY

Point of order.

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded by Professor Huaco.)

Faculty
S e n ate
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It's been seconded.
HEADY
order, Professor Regener?

What is your point of

REGENER
The motion to suspend the rules and to
change the order of the day that is now before us is in
double jeopardy not only because it changes the order of
day, but it also violates a very important rule in Roberts
Rules of Order.
I am still an amateur about this, but this particular
thing I studied.
Let me quote from page one eighty-two.
"Since a motion that has been laid on the
table" -- and I am now referring to the motion
which is on the table which had been put on the
table at the last Faculty meeting with regard
to a change in the constitution pertaining to a
quorum at the Faculty meetings and pertaining to
the makeup and method for election of the Faculty
Policy Committee -- "since a motion that has been
laid on the table is still within the control of
the assembly, no other motion on the same subject
is in order that would either conflict with or
present substantially the same question as the
motion that is lying on the table."

MERKX

Mr. Chairman, at the last Faculty meeting,
Professor Goldberg was of the opinion -- and he was on
the subcommittee -- that the Faculty senate proposal was
not the same as the -- as his subcommittee's proposals.

I submit, also, that although you may have one apply
to the other, they are different proposals and therefore
the section read does not apply.
HEADY
I hope we won't get into too much debate about
this. I had considered the point that Professor Regener
raised with me.
rt seems to me that if we proceed to dispose
of this motion under these conditions, requiring a two-thirds
Vote, and without debate, that if the Faculty here assembled
Wants to make this change and decides it by that margin,
that We should make the change.
So we will pro reed on that basis.
th

The motion before you is whether you want to suspend
e
rules
and change the order, to move number eight as
n
Umber th ree in
. the agenda.
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Those in favor of the motion, please say "ay e";
opposed, "no."

vote.

I am of the impression there is n ot a t wo-thi rds
If anyone wants a d i vision, we will have o n e.
MERKX

Division.

HEADY A division has been called for.
favor of the motion, please stand.

Those in

I think it's clearly not a two-th irds vote .
will have the count if anybody wants the count.

We

Now, the first item t h en will be approv al o f t he
minutes of the meeting of March thirteenth . Th e y were
attached with the call to the meeting. Are there any
suggested revisions or is there a motion to approve t he
minutes?
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Summar i zed
Minute s

Move approval.

Is there a second?

(Seconded. )
"no."

HEADY
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed,
The motion is carried~

Next is the election of four reg u l ar members,
e t cetera, for the 1973-'74 Academic F reedom and Te n ure
Committee, and I will ask the secretary t o give y ou instructions about t h e conduct of this e l ection.

El ec t ion of
Academic Freedom a n d Te nure
Commi t t ee

MR. DURRIE
The ballots for th i s election wi ll be
distributed now, but please don't fill t h em out un ti l I
~ave finished with these previous instructions, because
lf they are filled out wrong, they will b e invalid a t ed
and can't be counted.

r

As noted on the agenda, the electi on is for f our
egu lar members for t wo terms, one regular member for one~ear t erm to comp lete the term of P rofes sor Gr een who wi ll
eon l eave, and fi ve alternates for one -year terms .
Un les s t h ere's s o me other idea which you mi gh t p refer,
I would suggest that the top f our per sons i n the voting
ge t the two-year terms the next in l ine to get the oneYear term as a regu l ar ' memb e r, and t h e n the next five to be
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designated as alternates.
proceeding?
HEADY

Is that a satisfactory way of

Seems to be no objection.

All right.
I would like to note t h a t ProDURRIE
fessors Antreasian and Horak, who were nominated last month ,
requested that their names not be include d in the ballot,
so you will find those names omitted in what y ou h av e before
you.
I would also like to call your attention to t h e biographical sketches that are on pages f ive and six o f the
agenda materials.
I hope you have had a chance to l ook
those over.
I have listed the present committee on the blackboard
and those who are carrying over for anoth er y ear h a ve
asterisks in front of their name; those with t h e c r oss
are those who have been nominated and are on our b al l ot
except for Professor Antreasian whose name is not o n the
ballot, as I explained.
In filing out the ballots, please follow the i nstruc tions at the bottom of the ballot page . There a r e f ourteen
names o n the list, and please indicate you r preference by
putting a number from one to fourteen in f ront of e v ery name
on the ballot.
"One," for y our first c h o i ce; "two" f or
your second, and so on, all the way throu gh fourte en .
It's important to say that no ballot will be counted
which does not have a number from one to fourteen in front
of every name on the ballot .
Are there any questions?
FACULTY MEMBER
DURRIE

What?

FACULTY MEMBER
DURRIE

Are you counting by the 1/aire. system?

Are you counti ng b y the Ha ire s y stem?

What is the f/aire system?

FACULTY MEMBER

Then you a re n o t.

DURRIE
we will take time that is necessary t o c omPlete the ballots and hand them in now .
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FACULTY MEMBER

Who was taken off the committee?

DURRIE
Horak was simply a nominee that was not on
this year's committee and he doesn't appear on this, nor on
your ballot . He was nominated last month and asked that
his name be taken off.
HEADY
You are to vote for all fourteen names
that are now on the ballot, is that correct?
DURRIE
That's correct , and make sure you have
numbers consecutively; one through fourteen .
For those who have come in late, in filling out
your ballots , be sure that there is a number in front of
every name . Your first choice , number one , and so on, all
through fourteen. Otherwise the ballots will not be counted.
HEADY
When you have finished with your ballots,
if you will pass them t o the ends of the aisles
We will move on to the report of the Faculty
Policy Committee, Subcommittee for Constitutional Rev ision.

Constituti onal Revis ions

For those of you who were not at the last meeting,
I want to call your attention to a couple of things that
were discussed at the last meeting .
First of all, I want you all to be sure you all understand that one provision of the Faculty constitution is
that it cannot be amended except by having proposed amendments introduced at one meeting of the Faculty, and then
considered at another meeting after an interval of thirty
days, so this is the second time around on considering
these proposals.
At the last meeting I gave an interpretation which
is in accord with the view of the Faculty Policy Committee,
a~so, that it would be appropriate at this meeting to consider amendments that deal with the details of these proposals , but which would -- it rould not b e appropriate to
~ake ~p and act finally today on any amendments to the
.
.
onstitution that deal with different parts of the constitution
~han these proposals do or which would be drastic changes
in SUbstances from these' proposals.
I hope we will not get into borderline problems on
that but I thought you should understand that some ~mendments' and those restrictions are in order to be considered
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today and would not prevent final action being taken on the
proposals .
Also , I want to call your attention that there was
consideratio n last time of a motion that was made and then
later withdrawn by Professor Drummond which would have required anyo ne who had an amendment to propose, to get it
in the hands of the secretary for distribution with tne call
to the meeting .
Instead. of adopting such a motion, the minutes urge
that anyone who had an amendment should communicate it to
the secretary with the understanding that it would be distributed with the agenda , and you have, with the call to
the agenda, proposed amendments from Professor Merkx, from
Professor Pugach , and from Professor Crenshaw.
Now , I would l ike to recognize Professor Hicks, Chairman,
Faculty Policy Committee, to introduce this subject, and o
make, I believe , a series of motions which will not deal
with all of this as ones~ge, but take them up in pieces.

la

I think i t would be more manageable that way,
Professor Hicks .

\

Also, there are some copies here of the proposals
for constitution revision which were distributed last time
and you were asked to bring with you.
If you do not have
them, there are some copies for those that hold up their
hands; we will get them to you .
Professor Hicks .
PROFESSOR HICKS
Mr . President, I first would like to
move that the motion for constitutional revisions made at
the March thirteenth meeting, be taken from the table.
motion?

HEADY

Yes, thank you .

Is there a second to that

(Several seconds.)
l

HEADY
Moved and seconded that the proposed arnendents be taken off the table . Those in favor, please say
aye"; opposed , "no . " The motion is carried.
Professor Hicks .

4/10/74, p.
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HICKS
I would like to present these, item by item,
so that there is ample opportunity for due consideration,
not only of the proposal before you, but for opportun ity
for amendments, substitutions, and discussions of these in
order that each item have due consideration by the Faculty
prior to its vote.
The Faculty Policy Committee, when we get to item
six (b), which is on page three, when we get there, the
Faculty Policy Committee at that time would like to respond
to a number of comments and suggestions which have b een
raised by Faculty members in this interim period, b y proposing some changes in that section.
So we would like to
present to you that change when we get to that point for
your consideration .
Mr. President, we would like to begin by perh aps
Abolishme nt
taking the less controversial of any of the items which
of Adrninistrc
is the last item, on page six, the Administrative Committee, tive Cornrnitte
which has been in the constitution for some time a nd has
not functioned for several years, and has not been u sed
by President Heady and has been recommended by many t h at
it be deleted from the constitution .
So I would like to move the adoption of the deletion
and abolition of the Administrative Committe~ as p roposed.
(Seconded. )
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that section
five which deals with the Administrative Committee, be
deleted .
Is there discussion?
Those in favor of the motion, please say "ay e";
opposed , "no . " The motion is carried.
HICKS
Now, the next item is section five (b ) , as
Proposed . The four lines there -FACULTY MEMBER

Of

What page is that on?

HICKS
It's on the front page.
section five (b),as proposed:

I move the adoption

"Those members of the Voting Faculty p resent ,
but no fewer than ten percent of t h e Voting Faculty
on active duty at the beginning of the academic ye ar,
shall constitute a quorum for business at a reg ular
Faculty meeting."

Quorum; Regular vs . Special Meetings

\

.
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I move the adoption.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Several seconds.)
DURRIE
I might say, just for your information, the
present size of the Voting Faculty is about eight hundred
and thirty, so that would be -- wh at is i t, ten percent? -eigh ty-three .
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

PROFESSOR COTTRELL
Last month I presented, at the
fi rst meeting of this , an amendment, and I feel meets the
criteria, having been submitted ahead of time in terms of
not differentiating between the different quorums for
regular Faculty meetings and special Faculty meetings, and
my memory would require that we adopt that ten percen ,
that the 'regular" be stricken from this.
I move the amendment, wi th the word "re ular"
stricken from the proposed five (b), and that will make it
possib le that when we get to five (c), to delete any reference
to a quorum there . we would have the same quorum for all
Faculty meetings.
{

.

HEADY
I think that's an appropriate amendment,
~d I think it should be pointed out, as you already have
intimated , that if this is adopted, presumably it would
follow that there would be a change in five (c) as proposed
by the committee which sets a special quorum for a special
Facul ty meetings .'
We will now consider the amendment.
cussion on the amendment?

Is there dis-

You want to delete the word "regular."

:t

V

0

MERKX
I would like to ask Professor Goldberg to
repeat what he said before on the reasons for having a
larger quorum for special meetings, rather than for ordinary
eetings .
HEADY

'

Professor Goldberg.

I can't remember , honestl , what
l
PROFESSOR GOLDBERG
h.said . As I recall, the reasons that went into having a
lgher quorum requirement for special meetings than a
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regular meeting were severalfold .
First, i t was the feeling of the committee that a
special meeting should in fact be a special meeting.
There should be one that requires exigent circumstance s
for its call and one that requires procedural safeguards
for the Faculty as a wh ole, between those people who are
there and those people who are not at the meeting, since
it was the feeling of the committee that by having a
higher procedural safeguard, a procedural standard, th at
is, quorum requirement for the special meeting, we were
not foreclosing anybody from bringing an item to the
Faculty, but rather than delaying it for, at the maximum
of thirty days or so in the normal course of events,
because if you can't get the special meeting or if the
quorum is not there at the special meeti ng , the i tem can
always go on the agenda for a regular meeting.
So this is not the foreclastlre of a public forum .
It's only a possihle delay .
It seems there was a desire
to make it very clear there would have to be some type of
substantial interest in the issue in ord er to have a
special meeting for this. That's why we went to the
fifteen percent, which we did not consider to be an
onerous requirement.
If, in fact, the item up for discu ssion is one
that is truly exigent, one that is so extraordinary
that it requires the convening of a special meeting, it
seemed to us that a requirement that you have an extra
five percent of the Faculty there, extra f rom the normal
requirement of a regular meeting, seems to be not o nerou s
~tall, and that's essentially the reasoning that went
into it.
I, personally, do not think it's an onerous
~equirement.
I think it's a good requ irement.
I think
it does preserve the character of a special meeting as a
spe cial
·
·
meeting, and not as a regular meeting.
HEADY

Further discussion on the amendment?

Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL
I have to disagree, but f or many of t he
reasons that Professor Goldberg gave tend to indicate that
Perhaps we ought to have fifteen percent as a quorum at
all meetings.
I cannot see the necessity and the concern
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about making special meetings something special where
certain -- once the meeting is called, and you have met
the calling provisions -- now, if you want to make a special
meeting something special, then what you ought to do is
put a required petition number to call that meeting to
start with , high enough that it makes it something special.
A quorum should be the same quorum as you have
before, because when you get here and a hundred and nineteen
Faculty members who have taken the time to come to a
special meeting, because it's something cogent and something
of interest to them, and you need a hundred and twenty-five
for a quorum , I think this, in itself, is as much of a
problem and as distasteful as anything else I can think of .
If you want to discourage special meetings, then lets
raise the number of names on the petition to a higher point,
but once that meeting is called, there's no reason to have
a special quorum.
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

PROFESSOR HOWARTH
The function of setting higher
quorums is to allow people to exert their power by not
attending and walking out, rather than taking the responsibili ty for attending the meeting.
I support Professor
Cottrell's amendment.
HEADY

Any further discussion on it?

PROFESSOR LOGAN
HEADY

Point of information.

Professor Logan.

LOGAN
Does this mean if ten percent -- or if this
one were true, across the board, were not present at the time
action were taken, the meeting would be adjourned?
HEADY

Yes.

LOGAN
That is, a quorum is not at the beginning,
but at any time the attendance -HEADY
Yes, if this were adopted, the Faculty would
not be able to do business unless it had a quorum and that
OUld be one-tenth of the Voting Faculty.
LOGAN

So if people attritioned out
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HEADY

That's true.

DURRIE

It still would apply.

HEADY
Is there further discussion on this amendment
of Professor Cottrell's?
PROFESSOR EUBANK
Mr. President, I might clarify
that. You might have ten percent at a meeting when it
begins, and half of them may leave, and if a quorum has
not been called for to establish there's less than ten
percent, that business is valid.
HEADY
Unless it's been challenged as to whether
there's a quorum and it's been determined there was not
a quorum, thank you, Mr. Parliamentarian.

A

All right, are you ready to vote on the amendment?
"yes" vote here would delete the word "regular."
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."

The chair, as usual, is in doubt. Let's try a
standing vote, without counting everybody.
Those in favor, please stand; those opposed.
I believe it carried.
anyone wants.
FACULTY MEMBER

We will have a count i f

Division.

HEADY
You want a division?
anyone ask for a division?

Somebody does -- does

I do not hear such a request.
All right.

<£efeted

The word "regular" has been~eJ;bn:Qrl.

Now, is there further discussion on the motion to
adopt · the proposed language in five (b) as amended?
Ready to vote? Those in favor, please say "aye";
"no." The motion is carried.

0 PPosed,

Of

HICKS
I move the adoption of the first sentence
section five (c), as proposed.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

Re qui rements
for Sp ecial
Me etings
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(Several seconds.)
HEADY
I think we s h ould note that in accordance
with the vote just taken a moment ago, Professor Hicks
has left out the last four lines of five (c) as proposed
in the materials you have.
Is there discussion?
Professor Hoyt.
PROFESSOR HOYT
Mr. Durrie told us the number of
Voting Faculty on active duty. He said it was about eight
hundred and thirty.
I wonder if we -- I think there would
be a lot of doubt as to how many Voting Faculty is at any
particular time.
Five percent of that would be approximately
forty Faculty members, but it would be a little more than
forty and no one is ever going to know, so I wonder if it
wouldn't be better to have a fixed number, than five percent?
HEADY
Could I say on that, Professor Hoyt, that
the provision of five (b) we just adopted says "ten
percent of the Voting Faculty on active duty at the beginning
of the academic year."
And my understanding is that there
would be a determination made at the beginning of each
academic year as to what that number is. That would be known
and it would not change during the remainde r of the academic
Year.
Then there would be a redetermination at the beginning
of the second year.
HOYT
I think, to remove any doubt by Faculty members who might want to call a special meeting, I would like
to move that that five percent be changed to "at the call
of any forty" -- "whenever request in writing is made by
no fewer than forty Voting Faculty."
DURRIE But then you have to change it every ye ar
inthe constitution.
HOYT
DURRIE

Periodically we could change it.
No, it does change, definitely, every year .

HEADY
Well, if this were adopted, the number required would not change.
It would stay at forty unless it
We re amended.
DURRIE

I see.

All right.
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HEADY

Is there a second to that amendment?

Do I hear a second?
(Seconded.)
HEADY
All right, the amendment is to substitute
for the words "five percent of the Voting Faculty on
active duty at the beginning of the academic year," the
words "forty members of the Voting Faculty. "
HOYT

"No fewer."

HEADY
"No fewer than forty."
on that amendment?

Is there discussion

Yes, sir.
PROFESSOR DeVRIES
I think there's something
incongruous about this amendment, if it were passed. The
judgment of one, as it reads now, is sufficient to call
the meeting, the president; whereas it takes forty Faculty
members to do it. Doesn't seem right, to me.
HEADY

Is there further discussion?

(Laughter.)
HEADY

Ready to vote?

Professor Drummond.

PROFESSOR DRUMMOND

I am going
It's
to
find out how many names you have to
to
call a meeting. All you have to do
of the University and he will tell you
and I would like to explain why.

to vote against this,
not going to be hard
have on a signature
is call the secretary
how many names.

If we vote for the five percent, it will be there
for a considerable period of time, and we won't have to
be coming back to it two years from now, hopefully.
I am going to vote for the five percent.
HEADY
Further debate? Ready to vote? Vote is
on the amendment. A vote "yes," would substitute "No
fewer th an forty," for "No fewer than five
.
t "
percen.
Th ose in favor, please say
The amendment is lost.

II

aye II ; oppose d , "no ·

II
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Is there further -- you don't want a division on that,
do you, Ed?
HOYT
HEADY

No.
Is there further discussion?

Yes, sir.
PROFESSOR ELSTON
The remarks of Professor Goldberg
earlier, I would like to move the amendment to read "No
fewer than ten percent of the Voting Faculty."
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
All right, this amendment would substitute
"No fewer than ten percent" for "No fewer than five percent,"
in order to call a special meeting.
Professor Howarth.
HOWARTH
The effect of this amendment would be to
make the president equal to eighty-five, and I don't think
that's right.
(Laughter.)
HEADY

Professor Goldberg.

GOLDBERG
Just so that there isn't any confusion,
actually I would oppose that.
I would oppose the president
being equal to eighty-five percent Faculty members, and
oppose him, also.
HEADY

The first point is not actually before us.

GOLDBERG
It seemed to the committee, when we were
dev·lsing
·
this, that we did want to make a special standard
for a quorum for the special meeting, because we felt that
we wanted to protect those Faculty members who were not
here and could not be here because it was a special meeting.
On the other hand, we did not want to make it unduly
onerous for a person who wanted to convene a special meeting,
:nd we felt that it may be difficult, especially for Faculty
hernbers in small departments, Faculty members that don't
ave a great deal of mobility, to get eighty signatures or
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eighty-five signatures or whatever in order to convene a
meeting, and therefore we selected the lower figure.
That
would be five percent in order to convene the meeting
and selected the higher figure, fifteen percent, which
now appears will be ten percent, for the quorum.
So therefore, I think I would oppose the ten percent
convening requirement for · the special meeting and would
support the five percent convening requirement for the
special meeting.
HEADY

(
[r
j

.

Professor Merkx .

MER.KX
I would support the ten percent change,
particularly now that we have done away with the procedural
safeguards of the fifteen percent quorum.
It seems tom
that's even more important that we not open the F cul
to
the possibility of having frequent meetings called at th
behest of a small minority .
I think it's possible to get forty people to sign
the petition and almost on any issue of substance.
I
don't think that frequent meetings are necessarily to the
advantage of the Faculty, but we have a crisis, one can
easily gather eighty signatures, or one can go to the
president and say, "We ought to have a meeting, call a
meeting."
So I think it ' s quite possible in crises situations,
to call a meeting that would not be interfered with by the
ten percent requirement .
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
I would oppose the amendment. Now, I
aid a moment ago that this could be increased to defer
or Prevent the calling of special meetings, but I didn't
mean to increase i t to the level of a quorum. What this
does, now, if we are going to settle for a ten percent
to have a quorum signed in advance before you can call a
eeting. I think it ' s sort of an obstacle that is not
reasonable .
HEADY

Any further discussion on the amendment?

The vote on the amendment, vote "yes," would subitute "ten percent" for "five percent."
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Those in favor, please say aye
opposed, "no."
I think the motion is lost. Anyone want a division?
11

11

;

The amendment is lost.
Is there other discussion on the proposed change
in five ( c)?
Ready to vote? Those in favor, please say "aye";
opposed, "no.
The motion is carried.
11

HICKS
In
under section six
move the adoption
and then speak to
HEADY

moving the adoption of i tern one only,
(a) -- well, anyway, I would like to
of item one only under section six (a),
the motion.

All right, is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
This motion would deal only with section six
(a} , one in parenthesis.
GOLDBERG
HEADY

Point of order.
Yes.

GOLDBERG
Is it the contention of Miss Hicks to
skip the remainder of five (c) and I wonder if it's
procedurally possible if what happened at the table, and I
wonder if it might be a wise idea to present it with the
ten percent figure rather than fifteen percent so it will
avoid any confusion in the Handbook if all this is adopted.
Right now, if you skip five (c), there is no quorum
stated for a special meeting, and-~
HICKS

Yes, there is.

h'
HEADY
My interpretation of the amendment to five (b )
w lch eliminated "regular, is that that quorum then applies
to any Faculty meeting.
11

GOLDBERG
I am not positive that that's self-evident,
Mr. President. I want to make a point -- I am not seeking
to advance the fifteen percent requirement. All I am seeking
to d 0 is
· make it perfectly clear that ten percent app 1 ies
·
to
the special meeting and the best way to do it is to state
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that specifically.
HEADY
Well, at this point we have not had a motion
and we have not adopted the last few sentences in five (c).
Now, if anyone thinks that we need more clarif ication
than we get by removing the word "regular," I suggest we
have a motion . -COTTRELL

Mr. Chairman --

HEADY

to consider that .

Yes.
The amendment& as we have passed them ,
COTTRELL
totally, completely consistent with what' s already in the
Handbook. Right now, five (b) sets the quorum; five (c)
provides for the call. That's all we have done, so I
don't think that we need any modified five (c) to set up
a special quorum for the meeting.
HEADY
I hear no motion to that effect. We will
Agenda
come back now to the motion that has been made and seconded,
to consider six (a) (1) .
Professor Woodhouse.
PROFESSOR WOODHOUSE
I would like to move with respect to section six (a), proposed item one, I would like
to move that that item be deleted from the amendment as
proposed.
For one thing, I do not see any particularly good
reason why the Policy committee should have an exclusive
monoply over the making of the agenda.
I think the
present arrangements have been quite satisfactory, and I
would like to support a continuation of the arrangement
we have at the present.
HEADY
This proposal, I want to call to your
attention, was circulated as an amendment that probably
Wou1a be made by Professor Merkx and Pro f essor Woodhous e .
Now, as I understand our parliamentary situation,
we have a motion before us to insert new language that
:~Uld become six (a) (1). You are asking that we not adopt
at language, so all you need to do is ask for a no vote
on the motion before us to accomplis h what you have requested.
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So I don't think we need an amendment to
the motion before us. We either need to vote for or not,
including this new language to exercise ultimate responsibility
for the agenda of the University Faculty. That does not
appear in the present constitution.
MERKX
It wou ld be understood if we vote "no" on
this proposed change in the constitution, that the section
would be -We would have to renumber the other sections
HEADY
in that event.
PROFESSOR BLUM
HEADY
BLUM

Point of information.

What is your point of information?
Who now sets the agenda?

HEADY
I don't know whether I can find the exact
language, but it is now set by the Faculty secretary. It's
in section four (b), says:
"The agenda for University Faculty meetings
shall be prepared by the secretary."
DURRIE
I think I should note that that is done on
a practical basis in consultation with the Faculty Policy
Committee. They see the proposed agenda exactly as it
would -- as is planned, and we follow their suggestions as
to changes.
I also consult with the president of the University,
and with others who have an input to the agenda, and there
are a number of others besides those I mentioned.
A college, for example, may have a proposal about
a new degree. we also have recommendations for candidates
degrees which do
not come through the Policy Committee,
but in any event, the entire thing is checked very closely
With the Faculty Policy Committee.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

.
MERKX
Just to make it clear, we propose later on
~~aour ~endments which were circulated, to make it explicit
f t we insert -- in regard to four (b), article one, the
0110wing language;
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"The agenda for University Faculty meetings
shall be prepared by the University secretary in
consultation with the chairperson of the Faculty
Policy Committee"
HICKS
So at a later point in the amendment, we will
return to this with substitute language, so that this will
come up again later on in the meeting.
HEADY

0

Thank you.

Professor Regener.

r

REGENER
Mr. President , I want to give a few re sons
which led us on the Faculty Policy Committee to arrive
the proposed change number one .

a

First of all, there was no intention whatsoever to
exclude the president or the University secretary rem pr paring the agenda , and later on in fact it will be stated
that the agenda for University Faculty meetings h 11
prepared by the University secretary under the direction of
the Faculty Policy Committee .

0

I might add that this was done after -- or in consultation with the president .
.[

The reason for our statement which says "to exercis e
ultimate responsibility," then, simply means that the
ultimate responsibility for the agenda rests w'th an el c ed
body of the Faculty .
The procedure of arriving at an agenda is exactly
the same as it is now, because the University secretary
consults with the president , the University secretary
consults with the Faculty Policy Committee, and therefore
there is no change .
It should also be said that all Faculty members
ould still be free to submit items for the agenda at all
t imes.
'
The only reason we did not state that our
University secretary should deal with the chairperson
of the Faculty Policy committee only, was that we didn't
.ant to put too much detail into something that was a change
in the constitution.
The constitution just provides the framework. What
i s left here what is left open on purpose, is whether or
not it shoul~ be the chairperson of the Faculty Policy
Comm·ittee and the University secretary and president to
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work with, or whether it should perhaps be a subcommittee
of the Faculty Policy Committee.
The only thing that this particular sentence does,
other than continuing the present system, is to say "ultimate
responsibility."
It means if there is a question as to
why it was done that way, then the responsibility can be
attributed to an elected body of this Faculty.
HEADY

Professor Mann.

PROFESSOR MANN
I would like to speak in favor of the
proposal.
Part of my reason is that under that at the present,
the president of the University has virtual veto power over
the agenda as it is presently set.
I am basing this remark on my own experience when I
attempted to get on the agenda, which was overruled by the
president, and led directly to the necessity to petition
for a special meeting.
Under those circumstances, I think we should have further
discretion, if there were a regular Faculty body to set
the agenda, without a presidential veto.
HEADY

Mr. Beckel.

PROFESSOR BECKEL
This is just a question, a point
of information.
Does this mean, then, that the full Faculty
does not have the authority to alter the agenda? Is this
meant to be preparation of the agenda because as I read
thi' s , i' t might be that the Faculty canno t mo d 1. f y.
HEADY
My interpretation would be that we are only
talking about the agenda as it is prepared before the
meeting, and distributed.
There would still be the opportunity
to make the kinds of change we did today, in the order in
Wh'J.ch we take up items on the agenda.
Is that your understanding, also?
HICKS
Yes, sir.
I agree that the word "ultimate
responsibility" __ don't let your fantasies run wild as to
~h at it means. Maybe there's a better term to express the
intent.
HEADY

Professor Christman.

PROFESSOR CHRISTMAN

Yes.

I Wo uld like to recommend
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to the F aculty a " y es" vote for this proposal, and again I
would like to say that based on some history, t h ere's really
this doesn't involve any real problem of conflict, and
there's nothing saying that "ultimate" is "exclusive."
It's certainly done in consultation.
We are not talking, I would assume, not considering
so much what is on and what is deleted or left off, but also
what order things are taken up on that agenda. Sometimes
things are much more pressing from different poin t s of view
than the earlier part of the meeting has a better participation than the later part of the meeting, sometimes.
As i t is now, it is very unclear . If y ou get into
a deliberative situation about where something should go,
it's sort of a negotiating proposition and you reach an
agreement. But -- and often y ou come to an agreeme n t very
easily, but I think it's better to have i t clear as to
whose meeting it is and who wants to set the agend a in t h e
meeting, giving the president and the administration fu l l
responsibility to call any kind of a special meeting that
they want to, and certainly to participate as Faculty
members in the general Faculty meetings.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Meier.

PROFESSOR MEIER
What baffles me about this discussion ·and the proposal is that on the one hand y o u say
that it doesn't change anything, and t h en why introd uce
the proposal? I t h ink we have a system working good and
I think the negotiator process is in fac t probably t he
best o ne.

I am just at a loss to see why t h is languag e is
being introduced, if in fact, it isn't designed to accomPlish something,that isn't the case.
HEADY

Professor Ju.

PROFESSOR J U
consider the Faculty meeting h ere is
essentially for the Faculty, and if t h e Faculty t hinks
Whether the Faculty secretary is a better represent ative .
or the Faculty Policy committee is the better representat i v e,
and if you think the Faculty Policy Committee is o u r better
representative, then I think we should v ote for t h e amendment .
HEADY

Professor Spolsky.
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PROFESSOR SPOLSKY
I would like to argue for the
proposal and secondly suggest that the Faculty Policy
Committee might take the responsibility rather seriously,
and I think much of the waste of time that takes place at
Faculty meetings is because matters placed on the agenda
before they are prepared to be voted on.
Resolutions are introduced with blanks to be filled
in, brought in with vague language, brought in so they are
unclear, and I think one of the duties of the Faculty
Policy Committee, part of its responsibility and the
responsibility that a Faculty body can take, much more easily
than an administrative officer, is to encourage people
bringing business to the Faculty, to bring it to the Faculty
in such condition that iis possible to decide on it at the
meeting.
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH
Professor Meier suggested that there is no
fundamental change involved in this and therefore there's
no reason to support it.
This leads me to wonder why he is so anxious to
oppose it.
I am puzzled why members of this Faculty should
be unwilling to give the responsibility for handling their
own affairs to an elective committee of this Faculty.
HEADY

Professor Karni.

PROFESSOR KARNI
HEADY

I move the question, Mr. President.

Is there a second?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
Previous question has been moved and seconded.
h
'
passes, we will proceed to vote on that. T ose in
favor
of the motion on the previ ous question, please say
II
aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
If

1· t

.

Now we will vote on the motion on the floor, wh ich
to adopb _ the language in six ( a) ( 1) . Those in favor,
Please say II aye"; opposed, "no. 11 The motion is carried.
ls

Professor Hicks -- excuse me, Dean McRae.
DEAN McRAE
r would like to make a motion to which
this body may seem controversial, but I think a moment of
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exp lanation might serve to make it les s so.
The motion I am going to make is to postpone indefinitely
this motion, and any others relating to these amendments,
and the reason for that is this : at the beginning, w had
Fa cu l
a vote on whether to move the item eight up on the agenda.
s na
The re seemed to be considerable sentiment in favor of
moving it up, meaning that a lot of people here would like
to have it considered.
If item eight is considered by this body at this
meeting , and if it could obtain a majority, it makes
unimp ortant or moot all of the subsequent amendments proposed by the Policy Committee because then we wou l d be
oper ating with a formula from another Faculty senate
which presumably would change the necessity for the
foll owing amendments.
So my motion is to postpone indefinitely, the
consi deration of any further amendments to the Faculty
cons titution.
(Several seconds.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded to postpone
indefinite ly.
I have been trying to consult with the
secretary and I would like also to get the advice of the
parliamentarian.
My understanding is that that motion is in order,
and that it's debatable , and that it takes a majority vote
to adopt .
So we will now proceed with consideration of the
motion by Mr. McRae to postpone indefinitely consideration
of further items on this page.
Professor Regener.
REGENER
Motion to postpone indefinitely is a motion
to kil l the proposal.
MCRAE
I don 't conceive it in that fashion . We
ha e already been here an hour and may have already enacted
so e things that may be completely unimportant if we a opt
the Faculty senate .
If we don't ado t the Faculty senate
he Policy committee can come back ith its proposal to
nd the constitution.
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HEADY

Professor Warner.

PROFESSOR WARNER
It seems to me that this motion is
most clearly out of order. The subject of this motion has
been voted on; it was our first order of business. We
voted not to move item eight to the top of the agenda.
That motion was defeated and so I don't know what we are
arguing about now. We have been through this. We went
through it the first ninety seconds of the meeting.
HEADY
Well , I have to say that I think the motion
shas now been made, is in order, and the body should
pose of it whether it wants to adopt that motion or not.
Professor Howarth.

1

l

y

0

HOWARTH
I think Professor McRae is perfec 1
igh
in saying if we adopt his motion and go on to the F cul
senate, this changes the relative value -- the rel ti
importance of these two things for precisely that reason,
and as Professor Warner has just said, we have already decided this issue once.
I think we should continue with
what we are doing.
HEADY

Professor Green.

PROFESSOR GREEN
I think that this is an attempt
to get under a majority vote something which was alread
settle d by two-thirds vote.
I believe that this is an
attemp t to cut off entirely the debate on these issues.
Therefore , I believe that this should be a two-thirds
vote on this thing , to table indefinitely.
HEADY
That is not the advice I get from the two
People who have volumes they are consulting here.
Yes, sir.

n

PROFESSOR DAVIS
There · a number of assumptions
hat are not at all justified. one is the assumption being
hade that if we took up the senate, we would vote for it or
ave a clear proposition that we could vote for or against.
1 don't think that's clear.
The senate may establish a committee to decide on
this , which may be a year or two off, and we might be
better off to have a substance of the Policy Cornrni tee
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moti ons passed in the meantime, if we were to consider a
senate, and have a committee to decide on creating one .
HEADY

Professor Merkx .

MERKX
I would agree with Professor Davis in a
sense that I don't think the two are necessarily incompatible .
At the same time, I would feel much more comfortable in
terms of the positions I take on the Faculty Policy
Commi ttee amendments after we voted on the senate.
0

I do think we may want to -- well, I person lly do
not favor some of these changes, but if we were to def at
the senate , I would be more favorable to enlarging the
Faculty Policy Committee.
However , if we go for a senate, I would strongly
oppose increasing the Faculty Policy Committee. Ther fore,
I support the movement.
I think we should consider the
senate first .
HEADY
Well, I suggest we not debate longer than
anyone feels necessary on this, and get this motion disposed of one way or another.
Professor Goldberg.

l

GOLDBERG
Mr. President, I don't attend very many
Faculty meetings , but the few I have attended, you know ,
the last recent ones, I have noticed one predominant trend
that occurs at these meetings, and that is a dominant
t:end to stop people from discussing what they want to
discus s on the agenda.
It appears to me that there was a motion made
to change the agenda at the beginning of the meeting , and
mo~e one item up so it could be considered firs~, ~nd
this was defeated. After it was defeated -- this is
anothe r parliamentary device to accomplish the same purpose
and it seems to me this is a continuation of this trend.
t

MERKX
Point of order.
r. Goldberg , it seems
me that cuts two ways. The first vote we took, a
ajority of the Faculty was overruled by --

0

SPOLSKY
MERKX

Point of order.
-- and we were to have a two-thirds --
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SPOLSKY
am asking .

This is a point or order .

That's all I

HEADY
He doesn't have to prove that, if we can
debate the motion .
MERKX
All I would like to say is we would like
to discuss the Faculty senate, so don't accuse us of cutting
off your right to talk , because we have something we would
like to talk about.
(Calling for the question . )
HEADY

Professor Powe
~

PROFESSOR POW
I wanted to say, since it's clear ,
at least one thing we could always agree on, that both
ems
are extremely important, and there is some desire tog
them both taken care of .
Is there any way to cut down th
anxiety both ways that we can't plan , because it becomes
increas ingly evident that we are not going to finish our
busines s here today, that we can continue it sometime la er
on this month, rather than waiting for next month. Would
that sort of -- I know there's a motion on the floor now,
but woul d that be an effective compromise?
HEADY
Is there further discussion on the motion
to postpone indefinitely?
(Calling for the question.)
HEADY
If not , those in favor, please say "aye";
opposed , "no." The motion is lost.
MERKX

Division of the house.

HEADY
All right, we will have a division.
Those
in favor of the motion to postpone indefinitely, please stand.
Those opposed, please stand.
The motion is lost.
Hicks .

We will proceed now with the next motion from Professor

HICKS
If there are no objections, I would like at
That has one change of one
moment , to skip item two.
ora Which is "chairpersons." I ould like to skip item three,

this
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which is a footnote in your Handbook now, and only places
it in responsibilities of the Faculty Policy Committee.
It is just a change of location, and at the end of the
deliberations, and your decisions on this as we take them
up at the end, if someone would make a blanket motion to
adopt the decisions we have made, I think it would take
care of the editorial changes.
Is that clear?

Am I -- no.

HOWARTH

Why not just do it?

DeVRIES

Why not do it?

HICKS
All right.
I move the adoption of item
two from '1 chairman II to II chairperson, 11 and I move the
adoption of item three, which has exactly the same wording
but is now placed in the main text rather than a footnot e .
(Several seconds.)
HEADY
Is there any discussion? Those in favor,
II
please say aye 11 ; oppos e d, "no. 11 The motion is carried.
Those are changes in six (a), items two and three.
HICKS
I am going to move the adoption of item
seven, and if I get a second, I would like to point out
something that is a conflict or may be a conflict for some
of the Faculty in the use of the terms so that it will be
duly considered, I hope.
(Several seconds.)
HEADY

Moved and seconded.

Go ahead.

HICKS
The word "by-laws" in there, as defined i n
~ur ~onstitution, top of page twenty-four in the Handbook,
ection three, may make an important difference on how
You choose to vote on this item seven.
So be sure everybody is informed.
I would like to ask Mr. Durrie to read the top of
Page twenty-four, section three, please.
DURRIE
"This constitution may be supplemented
by by-laws adopted by a majority vote of the
Voting Faculty.
Such by-laws will normally
include: (1) interpretations and implementations

"Chairperson'
for "Chairman"; Specia
Committees
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of this constitution; (2) the Tenure Act of the
University; (3) a statement of promotional
policy; (4) a statement of the duties and
responsibilities of the standing committees
of the University Faculty; · and (f) other faculty
regulations."
The thing I pointed out to Professor Hicks this
morning was that while the Policy Committee has always had
and very properly had -- the responsibility of bringing
in amendments to the constitution6 itself, that b y -laws
are really not by-laws in a way, if you will.
Many of these things are -- appear in the Faculty
Handbook as regulations of the University, which do not
affect the Faculty at all.

r

The term "by-law" is used very loosely and.A would
appear that if we were to keep the word "by-law" in this,
that it would mean that the Policy Committee was then
obliged to consider every change of any sort of
regulation of the University, which I do not think they
want.
I would suggest possibly leaving out the word "by- l aws "
and leaving in what should properly be there on revisions.
HEADY

Professor Woodhouse.

WOODHOUSE
Mr. Chairman, I would like to express
objection to including this provision that the Faculty
Policy Committee have responsibility for formulating
and recommending revisions to the Faculty constitution.
I think that that policy - - that committee h as this
right, already, but so do every -- so do all the rest of us.
What I don't like is the idea that first of all, t h at
appears in the constitution, the assumption is likely to
be made by many people that they have no responsibility
for initiating amendments to the constitution, i f they
see that these might be necessary or appropriate.
Or second that the Policy Committee, itself, migh t
at some future d~te and on some different basis of
temperament, postur~, and definition of its function,
elect t o cite that provision as a basis
· f or c 1 aimi
· · ng
that only the Policy Committee has t h e right to :$?emulate
amendments and revisions of the constitution.
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As things now stand, that opportunity lies with all
of us.
I can remember days here at this University when
I tried to make an amendment to the constitution and I was
called in to the office of the then academic vice president
and at that time I was forty years of age, and he told me
that I was a young man in a hurry.
He also told me
they also told me that if you
want to make a change -- if you want to amend the constitution
you should go and talk to the Policy Committee.
I did go and talk to the chairman of the Policy
Committee, because ap parently it was a settled assumption
on the part of the administrative leaders, themselves, that
the Policy Committee was the proper channel through which
to do everything, or anything, and I did go to the chairman
of the Policy Committee and I got absolutely nowhere.
The amendment that I wanted to insert in the
constitution was an amendment that would allow assistant
professors to vote in their first year of -- the first
year of their appointment, and at that time they were not
permitted to do so.
Since that time that amendment has been suggested
by the administration or by the Policy Committee, or by
somebody, and has been taken care of.
But it's quite possible for what we -- for what we
assert in this constitution today to be misinterpreted
under other circumstances later on, in such a way as to
completely defeat the purpose -- any purpose we might
have had in amending it currently.
I think that if -- if we want to avoid this
kind of confusion, it would be better just to leave the
Proposition out of the discussion entirely.
HEADY

Any further discussion?

Professor Regener.

REGENER I readily agree, one hundred percent,
Professor Woodhouse that the matter of amending the
CO
'
I
nstitution
rests with
all of us, and one reason f or
Putting this provision into our o posed changes is to
see to it that an elected body of the Faculty may pass
on recommended changes of the constitution.
It does not mean that this precludes anyone else
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from suggesting c h anges to the constitution. It perhaps
says if there is an ad hoc committee, an ad hoc committee
to amend the constitution, that corrunittee would eventually
have to go or would be expected to go to an elected body
of the Faculty. That's all this particular provision does.
It should also be pointed out that the Faculty
Policy Corrunittee has, at this time, the power to make reports
and recommendations direct to the University Faculty for
action by that body.
I am quoting from the present wording
which is transferred to our wording, also, right after
this, under "to make other reports and recommendations
directly to the University Faculty."
What this does is to make sure that it is an elected
body of the University Faculty through wh ich such changes
should go.
If it weren't in here, it would be all right, too,
but it would also be possible that an a d hoc committee would
go around the body that is e l ected by this faculty, to make
recommendations to the Faculty.
It might perhaps have been better if we had said "to
formulate and recommend to the general F aculty, rev isions
and by-laws of the Faculty constitution," to make perfectly
clear that's the general Faculty at its Faculty meeting,
that is the sovereign body here to make such decisions.
There was no intention to make recommendations on
the part of the Faculty Policy Committee to anyone else,
but to the Faculty, itself, to the Faculty meeting.
I move, Mr. President, I move to insert the word s
"to the general Faculty" after "recommend," soth at nurob er
seven reads:
"To formulate and recommend to the general
Faculty, revisions and by-laws of the Faculty
constitution."
HEADY

Is there a second to that amendment?

(Seconded.)
HEADY

Is there discussion on that amendme n t?

Dean Huber.
DEAN HUBER

on the vote of the main amendment, there's
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a question comes up in my mind: do I understand,Professor
Regener, from your remarks, that the intention of the subcommittee and the Policy Committee presumably is that the
only body that can bring a constitutional amendment to this
body is the Policy Committee? Because you said that an
ad hoc committee could not bring it direct, but wou ld have
to go through the Policy Committee. What does it me an -REGENER
I did say that an ad hoc committee would
be expected to, that is these were my words -- "to bring
recommendations for the revisions and by-laws of the
Faculty constitution to the Faculty Policy Committee."

I think this would happen, anyhow. But it would
be a good idea if it were stated here so that an ad hoc
committee could not, of its own, do it, because the Faculty
Policy Committee is the appointed and elected -- elected,
rather than appointed -- representative body of the Faculty.
That was the intention.
HUBER

Mr. Chairman, I would therefore state that

I am opposed to both the amendment and the motion.

I

think, if this body, for instance, were to, on its own
initiative, create an ad hoc cnnstitutional revision
committee, i t would be forced that it should report back
to this body, that that would be perfectly within this
body' s power.

I think that to accept Professor Regener's
recitation, if it were adopted, it would be to cut off both
individual Faculty members, the Faculty, as well as
committees appointed by the Faculty, if they chose to
have their constitution looked at other than by a single
body, the elected Policy Committee.
HEADY

Professor Hicks.

HICKS

I would like to amend the --

HEADY

Now, we have one amendment.

HICKS
HEADY
HICKS
by-laws. 11
HEADY

the substitution.
We have one amendment before us now.

I would like to strike the terms "and
Well, I think before we do that, we better
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dispose of Professor Regener's amendment which is to insert
the phrase "to the general Faculty" after the word
"recommend."
Is there further discussion on that?
Professor Howarth.
HOWARTH
I share Dean . Huber's concern about this
and I agree with him entirely.
I disagree with Professor
Regener's interpretation of what this says here.
I think
if we pass this, we merely agree that the Faculty Policy
Committee can formulate and recommend revisions. Doesn't
say anything about anybody else being able to, or that
anybody else who wanted to has to go before the Policy
Committee.
I support the motion, but I disagree with
Professor Regener's interpretation.
HEADY

Professor Hoyt.

HOYT
I merely wanted to make the same point that
Professor Howarth has made.
HEADY

Professor Meier.

MEIER
I think that makes the point, that here
already is an interpretation that is the trouble with
this proposal, that this proposition might get us into.
I am worried about this for the same reason, because Mr. Regener's amendment does not answer the issue
raised by Professor Woodhouse, and a couple of others.
It doesn't handle -- it doesn't deal with the issue of
the right and the power to initiate revisions.
Apparently what we have here is a very real
possibility of placing a veto power in the hands of the
Policy Committee in this process, and we have already had
some talk of past history where this worked in a negative

Way.
I would like to ask that many of the changes that
come up, including the present one under consideration,
ea~h one individually seems very small and very relatively
unimportant.
But the total body of these proposed changes
or at least many of them seems to make me a little nervous
because I feel it spells II super committee. 11
I am not ready, myself, I am getting a little nervous
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about concentrating this -- too much authority converging
too many things into one committee of the Faculty.
HEADY
Before we proceed, may I ask now for
comments to be confined, if possible, just to the language
of the proposed amendment that is before us, which is to
'
II ,l;;;;J,,;t<>
insert, WI 1 !11 the general Faculty. "
Is there any other discussion on the amendment?
If there is no discussion, further discussion, we
will vote on the amendment to insertthe language suggested
by Professor Regener.
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, " no."
The motion is lost.
Now, Professor Hicks.
HICKS
I would like to amend item seven by striking
"and by-laws. "
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

(Several seconds.)
HEADY

Is there discussion?

Professor Goldberg.

GOLDBERG
I think I understand what Miss Hicks is
doing, but I am not sure that solves the problem.
I happen
to agree with the principles that are advanced by Professor
Woodhouse.
I think that it would be terrible if the
Policy Committee became the sole body which could initiate
revisions to the constitution or by-laws to the constitution.
think that's an inherent power of t he body and the
individuals and I am not sure that
you know, Professor
Hicks' amendment takes care of that by striking "by-laws . "

7

I happen not to think that -- I am not positive that
~i~tor even interprets it as precluding other people from
initiating these procedures. In fact, I did not think that
Was the intent of the constitutional REvision Subcommittee.
I think i t was intended by this to say that the
Policy Committee could do it and not to preclude other
Persons from doing it.
I also don't think it's susceptible, reasonably,
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of that interpretation. I s ympathize wi th the confusion.
I did not think that it was susceptible of that interpretation. If the body does think it is susceptible of that
interpretation, then certainly we ought to clear it up,
but I don't think Professor Hicks' motion clears it up.
I think we ought to clear it up expressly by saying,
"This is a nonexclusive power of the Policy Committee. "
If they do think it's susceptible of misinterpretation, but to strike "by-laws" doesn't change the prob lem.
HEADY

Professor Green.

GREEN
Some of the unwritten constitution of this
body has been that by majority vote at a Faculty meeting ,
the Policy Committee can be ordered to look into any
question. We have done this many times, so if the Policy
Committee ever were to refuse some :indiv idual's request
for consideration of a constitutional revision, it could
always be brought in that way.
HEADY
Any discussions on the amendment? Ready to
vote? Those in favor of the amendment to delete the words
"an d b y-laws," please say " aye"; oppose d , " no. " I th in
· k
it lost. Do you want -- all right, those who vote "yes,"
Please stand.
Those opposed, please stand.
I think it did pass.
wants it.

We will have a vote if anyone

All right, the words "and by-laws" have been removed.
Now, is there any other discussion on the amendment?
REGENER
Mr. President, I am a little surprised
What happened to my language.
I said that an ad hoc committee,
any ad hoc committee, anybody, could be expected to go to
the Faculty Policy Committee, anyhow , with any proposed
changes to the constitution.
I did not say that anyone or
any ad hoc committee or anybody else would have to go to
the Faculty Policy committee. This does not preclude
anyone to come proposing constitutional a mendments.
What it does is to say that t hey could be expected
t~ go there anyhow and there fore it doesn't make any
dlfference if it's i n here, but i f they don ' t want to go
they can go directly to the Faculty, which is the ruling
boay .
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HEADY

Yes, sir.

PROFESSOR WESSLING
Francis Wessling. I t h ink, to
clear up this question, we could add the additional sentence,
"This power is not exclusively reserved to the Faculty
Policy Committee. "
REGENER
HEADY

·second.
You want to put that in parenth eses, I presume?

WESSLING

No.

HEADY
All right. It's been moved and seconded
that the language, "This power is not exclusively " -WESSLING

-- · "reserved to the Faculty Policy Committee."

HEADY
Those in favor of that change, please say "aye";
opposed, "no." The amendment is approved.
Now, is there any further discussion on item seven,
with that change.
Yes, sir.
PROFESSOR DEAN
I would like to ask, now that we
have deleted the word "by-laws," since we are talking about
how this sentence is interpreted, does this now mean that
the Faculty Policy Committee is forbidden to formulate
and recommend by-laws?
I am really stumped by all this. I would think that
in the absence of this -- entire absence of seven, that they
had the power which is there and ~ ;'re busy whittling it
away.
HEADY

Would you care to comment on that?

HICKS
I suggest that we delete the term which
does not mean we can't formulate by-laws, and propose
to You, but the definition that our constitution has
having to do with by-laws some of it doesn't even come
u d
'
.
n er our purview, and it could be interpreted that we
Were trying to manage everything and God knows that's not
even Possible.
HEADY

..eA:..

Professor Hil~man.
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PROFESSOR HILL.MAN
It seems to me that all this does
is add another bit of ambiguous verbage to the constitution,
give the Policy Committee powers that we all agree it
already has, and opening the door to all sorts of possible
misinterpretations, and it seems to me that we could save
a certain amount of typewriter ribbon,if anything else,
by simply striking this amendment.
HEADY

Any further discussion?

All right, we will vote on this. The vote is on the
language of section six (a) (7), with the amendment we
adopted.
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
The motion is lost.
So we eliminate number seven, and that means we
will automatically renumber eight and nine.
Now, may I ask just so we clean up as we go along
here, if we could -- there are a couple or three very minor
things by way of change that we have not dealt with.
I
wonder if we could have an
motion to approve the other
changes, editorial changes in six (a).

Editorial
Changes

HICKS
I move, Mr. President, that we approve
the other editorial changes in six (a).
HEADY
They appear in number five, number eight -new number seven now.
Is there discussion?
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
The motion is carried.
HEADY
We have long since passed the point that we
would spend only forty-five minutes on a single item,
but I assume there is unanimous consent to continue.
HICKS
Section six (b). The Policy Committee has
received a number of phone calls and we have ha~ commen~s
ana discussions , and therefore in our last meeting, motion
w
s.as made and passed , and I will first move the adoption o f
ix (b), and I would like then to suggest a substitution
or amendment.
I move the adoption of six (b).
(Seconded. )

Size and Composition of Facul:
ty Policy Com
mittee; Comp a rison with
Se nate
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It has been moved and seconded.
HEADY
want to move a substitute motion for it?
HICKS

Now, you

Yes.

I am not sure if the same person ought to
HEADY
be doing that.
HICKS

I will let Professor Regener do it.

HEADY

All right.

Professor Regener.

REGENER
The Faculty Policy Committee, last week,
discussed the whole matter once more about membership, the
number of people on the Faculty Policy Committee, and as a
result of a number of suggestions for changes on the part
of some Faculty members and some colleges - 7 we decided that
the -- the Faculty Policy Committee decided there should
be an amendment proposed which changes the membership
against the one that we have proposed before.
In some ways this is much simpler than the one we
proposed before inasmuch as it simply increases the
present membership of the Faculty Policy Committee by a
factor of two.
In other words, while at this time each college
has one representative on the Faculty Policy Committee and
the Graduate Committee has one representative, and there
are three at-large members, for a total of thirteen, the
proposed amendment would give each one of the colleges and
schools -- there's nine of them - - two representatives,
without distinction as to the size of the college or school.
It would give the Graduate Committee one; it would give
the Library Faculty one.
These two numbers are the same
as in the previous proposal.
It would add six members at
~arge, and that would then make a total of twenty-six, which
is just double the present membership of the Faculty Policy
Committee.
We have a handout which shows both the present
composition of the Faculty Policy Committee, namely a
total of thirteen with the present membership, and also
Sh ows the number of
' Faculty members in each college. It
~hows our original proposal which you have before you,
~? terms of representatives from each college, from the
lbrary, and i t shows in the last column, our amendment.
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HEADY
While these are being passed out, what we
have now is a substitute motion for section six (b), as
it was distributed last time, and with language changes
in section six (b) which would reconstitute the Faculty
Policy Committee as shown in the last column on this
yellow sheet, rather than in the next to the last column.
Professor Regener has the floor at this point to
make further statements he may want to in support of this
substitute proposal.
REGENER
This is an amendment which the Faculty
Policy Committee p r6pcse s , and which I shall move, which
does not mean that if this amendment is defeated, that we
do not go back to number one, because number one, which
is the present proposal by the Faculty Policy Committee,
would still be on the floor.
So I would like to have the opportunity, after
moving the amendment, to give a few of the reasons why
we have thought it advisable to increase the membership
of the Faculty Policy Committee in this manner.
Mr. President, on behalf of the Faculty Policy
Committee, I move this amendment: Faculty Policy Committee
shall be composed of twenty-six members, two from each
school or college, one from the Graduate Committee, and
one from the Library Faculty, and the balance members
at large -- that would make six members at large -elected by mail ballot as stipulated in section six (c)
of this article.
That is my motion.
(Several seconds.)
HEADY

Is there discussion?

HOYT
Point of information.
of information?
HEADY

May I ask a point

Yes, sir.

HOYT
r wonder how that number of two hundred
eighteen for the medical school was arrived at, because
last year when I asked -- or two years ago, I guess it
Was -- when I
in connection with the governance
de1·iberations,' we got the figure of ninety-two, and I am
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of the impression that there are a lot of half-here and
half-not here people.
I wonder how they arrived at the
number of people.
DURRIE
I think this is a bona fide figure, Ed.
It only does include full-time people who are considered
members of the University Faculty, not necessarily the
Voting Faculty, but members of the University Faculty
as defined in the constitution. These are the figures
that I got from the Director of Institutional Research.
HOYT

They don't hold other jobs at the same time?

DURRIE
Well, they are
be a Faculty member as well as
if he is, by being a full-time
thereby a voting member of the

just as any member here, can
an administrative officer,
University person, he is
Faculty.

HOYT
Maybe my question is: how does the medical
school define "full time"?
DURRIE
Well, I think we have used the same
definition as is used for every other college.
HOYT
is here.

I wonder if the dean of the medical school

HEADY
I don't think he's here.
comment on that, Mr. Travelstead?

Do you want to

VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
I might give you this
information: I think this does, · indeed, represent those
that have full-time responsibilities in the medical
school who do not have outside responsibilities on
twelve months contract and do not practice privately.
There are, in addition, about two hundred fifty more
people who are on clinical appointments, in and out,
no pay, and r think that's the number we ought to think
about that they are not included here. This group is not
Part time, and they do not hold jobs elsewhere, at least
according to our records.
HEADY
amendment?

All right.

Now, is there debate on the

Professor Ju.
I beg your pardon, I'm sorry, I forgot that Professor
egener would like to say some more in support of the
amendment. We were interrupted for point of information.

R
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I recognize him now.
REGENER
I want to say a few words about reas·ons
why the Faculty Policy Committee thought the first time
and the second time around, why a larger Faculty Policy
Committee would be perhaps advisable.
We felt that an enlarged committee would make it
a little easier for the Faculty to assume its full share
of responsibility in the governance of the University.
We felt that by making the membership larger, we would
get a more representative Faculty Policy Committee.
The idea simply being when there are twice as many,
perhaps there's twice as much representation.
Another reason was that we felt that over the
years and perhaps especially in the last few years, the
workload on the Faculty Policy Committee, on the thirteen
members of the Faculty Policy Committee, was so heavy,
that we were in a position to respond to contingencies
and emergencies all right, but that we felt it was difficult
for us to take any initiatives of any kind whatever.
A larger number on the committee would make it
possible to distribute the workload by appointing subcommittees, and I would like to cite, in this connection,
the history of the Research Policy Committee, which has
more than thirty members on it, and which in the first
two years of its existence, produced a number of decisions
and resolutions, and r will just take y~ur time for one-half
of a minute to say that one of those was that a share of
the overhead return for the University from contracts and
grants went back to the departments.
Another output from that large committeee was a
charter for ISRAD. Another output from that committee was
the recently-passed Classified Research Policy Committee.
If a committee produces, in two years -- if a
~aculty committee produces in two years, three major items,
it's really a tremendous record.
We intentionally did not spell out how such a large
~omm~ttee should operate. we felt that was up to ~he .
t~rnmittee, itself, once it's con~tituted and once it.sits
ere, to decide on its own working rules as to how it
shou1a organize its work.
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That doesn 1 t mean that we didn't consider how or
dream about how s u ch a larger Faculty Policy Committee
could operate by means of subcommittees, as I mentioned
before. We called them councils, but they are nothing
but subcommittees and I would like to use the blackboard
for another half a minute to show what we felt coul d be
done with such a committee, without spelling it out in the
constitution.
Proposal for
The constitution is just a rough framework and
Councils ( Subshould be a rough framework so as the years pass, the
committees) of
organization of the committee could change:, as necessary. FPC
You may note that the first time we had thirty-one
members. Now we have twenty-six. That is always one more
than is divisible by the number of five. Even so, there's
reason, even though it looks like we made a factor out of
the number thirteen. And this is not in the constitution
but should be there.
But to illustrate what we were thinking about,
it would be possible to set up five subcommittees, and
to have them cover various areas of interest. The five
subcommittees were called councils. They could be called
something else. One of them was -- if there is any chalk
one of them we called an academic council. Another one we
called a research council, and another one we called a
budget council. Number four was originally called an
operational council and now we call it a campus
and calendar council. And then we have a student-faculty
council. These are five councils .
There were originally six members on each council
which made thirty, plus the chairman of the -- chairperson
f~r the Faculty Policy Committee who was not supposed to
sit on a council.
Now we have twenty-six and now it would be five
.
from the Faculty Policy committee sitting on these councils.
Tha~ makes twenty-five, and then we were thinking ~out
adding to the councils the chairman -- or the chairpersons
of the standing commit~ees of the Faculty standing committees
Which dealt with these various areas.
In the academic council, for example, there could be
the curricular council, the graduate committee, the library,
t~e continuing education committee, anything that had to do
With the academic side of the University.
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On the research council, which doesn't man tha tha 's
notacademic, but it seemed a good idea to put her fiv
members of the Faculty Policy Committee, and then the chairman of those committees on the campus, those standing
committees, Faculty standing committees that were dealing
with research, such as the Research Policy Committee, th
Research Allocations Committee, University Press Committ
Committee on Human Subjects and ComputerUse, and so on
down the line.

9.

r

In other words, the councils are subcommittees,
according to this dream, which is not a part of our proposal, would then be charged with various areas as thy
came up. Then the whole committee would not have to ·t
all the time.
That's too much of a waste of time.
We are dividing up the work into various a e
The whole committee could then sit in plenary s sion,
maybe once a month or oftener as really important
contingencies and emergencies came up.
So this is what the reason behind m king th commi
larger, and it really is not a simple thing to try to do
what we did, because what we really wanted to do is to
make the operation of the committee more effici nt nd
the same time, have more democracy in it.
It's much easier to cut down on democracy for the
~urpose of increasing efficiency by having less people
involved, and then have them -- give them the po er nd
then they would be accountable only to themselves, rather
than to the whole Faculty.
The Faculty Policy Committee would still be accoun able to the whole Faculty, which acts through the Faculty
eting as this one. The individual standing committe s
OUld still be accountable to the whole Faculty an in
f~ct, by having these committee chairman for these ar~a~
sit on these councils, there would be a much better liaison
between the Faculty Policy committee and the va ious
standing committees.
That was in the back of our minds, but I will repe t
hat we expected the Faculty Policy Committee to organiz
its own work once it is constituted in this enlarg d orm.
it

It is basically a conservative propos 1, b c us
retains for the general Faculty through its Faculty
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meeting, the ultimate power of making decisions.
Thank you.
HEADY

Professor Ju.

JU
I am sure glad he did not use the odd number
in the argument, because I thought the number sixty was
better than any other number.
But one thing is, I remember in the old Handbook
we have a limitation of each college, the maximum
representations.
In the old Handbook, its three members
elected at large, only two can be from one single college.
In the new proposition, there doesn't seem to be
anything stated about the maximum number of representatives.
Is it purposeful to be left out, or by oversight?
HEADY

You might respond to that.

REGENER
I did not go into that feature of it.
I thought it would come up, anyhow.
We have put a limitation on the representation
from each college so that this -- this danger of overrepresentation from the College of Arts and Sciences will not be overlooked.
Under this particular amendment, we would have
twenty-six members, and two alternates from each college.
Those two alternates simply mean if the principal representative from the college were unable to attend, then his
alternate would come in.
It doesn't mean that the
Principal members and the alternates would sit together,
that would be , tbo many.
That would be fifty-two instead
of twenty-six.
Then we put a limitation on the
representation from each college.
Under this present amendment to our original
Proposal, no college would be permitted to sit on this
Policy Committee with more than six representatives: two
of them that are elected by the college, plus four, but
no more.
And that would then -- the worst catastrophe that
could happen would be that there would be six representatives
from the College of Arts and Sciences out of a total
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membership of twenty-six.
HEADY

Professor

Hufbauer.

PROFESSOR HUFBAUER
I have to leave very shortly,
but it seems to me -- and I haven't been at these meetings
because they interfere with my classes -- but it seems to
me this is a Faculty senate coming in by back door, and I
am sorry that we haven't had a prior statement, at least
not today, that this is a Faculty senate coming in by
constitutional declaration instead of presenting detail
by detail and perhaps before I finish we can get a forthright statement.
If that is the fact, then I am disturbed by the
representations, because they underrepresent the Arts
and Sciences and Medical School, and I am totally opposed
to the whole girth of legislative bodies that they underrepresent, a major constituency, and I am sorry that the
Faculty Policy Committee didn't see fit, at least to do
the arithmetic suggested by their first column which gives
the number of Faculty and then allocate the seats according
to the bodies.
I am sure that isn't beyond the capabilities of
some of the members.
So perhaps we could get some brief
statements to that effect in the next few minutes.
HEADY

Professor Christman.

CHRISTMAN
This goes back to my original
concern.
I have two points: first one, can Professor
~egener tell us where it says that only the number he
Just mentioned from one college could be elected?
Talking
only about your proposition two.
HEADY

Yes, please respond.

REGENER
You are talking about the maximum
number of representatives?
CHRISTMAN

Yes.

REGENER
on the yellow sheet, it doesn't show on
the green sheet.
It did show on page four in the middle
rand that , of course , the original language that overepresentation of any one college or school shall be
avoided by limiting the number of committee members elected by
the Faculty and elected at large, .affiliated with the College
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of Arts and Sciences to ten -- that would now be six. All
of that is cut out with this amendment. That simply says
that any one college or school can have up to six members.
May I, while I have the floor, respond to Mr. Hufbauer?
The principal difference between this proposal, · between
this body and the senate, is that a senate sepanates itself
from the rest of the Faculty, a senate has something like
a hundred members, disenfranchises almost ninety percent
of the Faculty. A senate makes decisions and is accountable
to those decisions, essentially, only to itself, especially
in some of the proposals we have read, whereas this
committee -- and I believe I pointed that out -- this
committee is accountable to the Faculty as a whole, the
Faculty acts through its Faculty meeting.
There is no change.
I mentioned it was a conservativ e
proposal. All it does is that it makes the membership of
the Faculty Policy Committee twice as large, because we
feel that it is easier to operate with a larger committee,
because it can be subdivided into subcommittees according
to areas of interest, but the principal division between
a senate and this proposal is enormous, because the senate ,
as I said before, is essentially accountable to itself only ,
whereas this committee and all the standing committees
we have now, are accountable to the Faculty as a whole,
acting through the Faculty meeting.
HEADY

Professor Karni.

KARNI
Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak strongly
in favor of amendment number two, and the reason that I
would like to propose it to this body are as follows:
If you look at the proposed amendment number one,
and if you are one of the members of the so-called small
colleges, you will see that you will be not overrepresented
and I haven't heard the word "underrepresented" yet, so
I am going to bring it up now. You will be grossly underrepresented.
The College of Engineering, College of Nursing, the
School of Law, et cetera, et cetera, will have a fraction
of one out of thirty-one, with an alarming numbe~ ~ f .
,
members at large, fourteen, which, in all probabilities someones
mentioned here, will come from A. &s .
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Whereas, in amendment number two, the small colleges
will retain essentially their representation as it is now.
Two out of twenty-six, with possibly, perhaps one more, so
for those reasons I would strongly urge passage of
amendment two.
HEADY

Vice President Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
In addition to the points that have
already been made, I would vote against the amendment and
the original amendment for this reason: now that he's put
his diagrams on the board, I have no idea what that means.
If we are talking about a subcommittee of the Policy
Committee dealing with campus, calendar, if we are talking
about student faculty, we are talking about budget or
research, until that is far more clearly identified, I
would vote against it.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

MERKX
If you look at the first column, there's
only one hole in the present plan, and that's Library
Faculty, and the amendment we circulated before was -would have added one representative from the Library
Faculty and kept the present committee.
I would also urge that we defeat both -- both the
current amendment and the Policy Committee proposal, and
if those are defeated, I will move they add a representative
from the Library Faculty to the present Policy Committee.
The thing that has worried me about the tone of
all of the -- some of these amendments, has come out before,
and Professor Regener's presentation on the board brings
~ut more strongly, i t seems to me, that the -- one of the
implied purposes is not to make the Policy: Committee wice
as large, but also twice as powerful.
.
This entire scheme -- surely the body can organize
itself whatever way i t wants, the Policy Committee, but
nonetheless, I get a feeling from this material put on
the board, made possible by an expanded committee of a
committee whose purpose and function is quite different
from that of the charge that it presently has, even as
amended, as we earlier amended today.
The charge, at present, is to nominate chairpe~sons
for standing committees, to occasionally create certain
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matters, to schedule reports from committees to the
Faculty, and to represent the Faculty when so authorized
before the Regents.
At the present time, the Policy Committee is sort
of a clearing house for the Faculty, and it's a body that
represents the Faculty when necessary, but it's not a
substitute for the deliberated mechanism of Faculty.
What worries me about this proposition is it suggests,
at least as presented by Professor Regener, who may not
speak well of it, but it does suggest a rather different
and quite grandiose role by that committee.
HEADY

Professor Alexander.

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
I have puzzled over this issue
for a long time. Seems to me that the Policy Committee,
as a former chairman of it -- I am sorry, former chairperson of i t -- was quite large enough.
It has always had
the ability and has often used it, of calling in and
creating subcommittees that went outside the membership
of the Policy Committee, itself, a useful function and
one which would add on -- ad hoc members when necessary,
for the guidance purposes, as Professor Regener has
sketched, but when you try to deal with the committee
of larger than fifteen persons, I find it very, very
difficult to reach a consensus.
Now, I note Professor Regener has said this is
belied by the functioning of the Research Policy Committee
which has done so well with an enlarged number, but I
read in the paper the other day of some body that had
upped its number by a factor of two, for a year or two,
and then decided this was completely unworkable and went
from nine to eighteen, I believe, and they legally returned
to the number of nine , which was the only workable
.
~ize for simple committee, such as the Policy Committee
is for us.
HEADY

Professor Huaco.

PROFESSOR HUACO
r would urge that we vote against
enlarging the Policy committee to either thirty-one members
or twenty-six members.
In comment to what Professor Regener sai d a minute
ago, I would like to suggest that unless I and othersma y h a v e
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that we suggest that a senate with this choice, that
represents ninety percent of the Faculty, is, as far
as I understand it, is an attack on the very notion of
representative democracy, and I think we should consider
that very seriously.
HEADY

Yes, sir, Mr. Warner.

WARNER
Repeatedly we are invited this afternoon
to speculate.
Forty-five minutes ago we were invited
to speculate what we might do if we wanted to do what we
had already done.
Now we are invited to speculate about
something that is called a growing power of the Policy
Committee. We are invited to speculate about what -again and again we are invited to speculate about what a
Faculty senate will do if we choose to create one.
We haven't chosen to, yet. When you
consider the record of this body over the last seven
years, which is how long I have been attending meetings
and look at its records of impotence and ineptitude,
I think any step toward creating a body that could
better solve the problems facing this Faculty would be
approved by glee, and anyone who wanted to serve on this
committee, as it is presently constituted, certain l y could .
I think we have to expand the Po lic Committee.
We have to agree that it will be served and
populated by reasonable and prudent men, not powerhungry persons.
HEADY

Professor Goldberg.

GOLDBERG
I don't want to take the body's time
except to give them just some ideas of what I was thinking
about when I sat on this committee.
I find myself in the very unusual position of
agreeing with Professor Merkx. I don't think that we
should be degrading a body called the Policy Committee
or whatever, which is going to deprive the Faculty of
their ultimate power.
I don't think we should be
cre~ting a body that is going to be unwieldy because
of its size.
.
Let me explain what I was seeking to ~c~omplish
in the committee and what I think the proposition does
accomplish, and also address some of Vice President
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Travelstead's remarks.
The problems that I saw in the University governanc
was this: that as Fred said, the basic impotence of the
Faculty meetings in its nature of being erratic and
basically not working in a constructive manner, his
dovetails with another thing that I noticed, and th
was
that the committees of the Faculty, these are the st nding
committees of the Faculty, basically then went about
did the business, ignoring the Faculty meetings, ins
of recognizing that it was Faculty, acting through th
Faculty meeting, and it was an operative body, operativ
governing body, and they went out and made policy and
implemented policy and never went back to the Faculty.
And I think what Victor was trying to
scrib
in describing a possible way, would allow the Faculty
Policy Committee not to relegate unto i self the owe
of the Faculty, but rather much better to channel to h
Faculty and organize the Faculty meeting to handl th
ultimate policy questions, to encourage the commit es
to bring the operative decisions to the Faculty me ing,
to organize the Faculty meetings so it could bet er h
1
those decisions, and therefore put into the Facul y m
ing
the power that it has presently under the constitution,
but I don ' t think it has effectively been exercising
That's the first point.
The second point is the comparison is made between
this and the senate. I think those -- I think those
are basically the ultimate policy questions. I think if
Professor Merkx is in favor of a senate, that's where I
separate and disagree . ram not in favor of the senate,
basically, for the reasons Professor Regener gives.
But I will say that I don't think it was the feeling
of anyone on the subcommittee or the Policy Committee
that this was an attempt to sneak a senate in through the
back door. r think it's quite different from a senate.
It is, in fact, the antithesis of a senate, I believe.
HEADY

Professor Christman.

CHRISTMAN
several people have spoken about
being against the amendment and then against the second
endment, and 1 think we may be getting loose in our
rguments on amendments. I feel I am against both of
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them and would like to keep the conmtittee the same size
it is.
I agree with what Professor Alexander has said. I
have a lot of concern with how you are getting enough tim
to get twelve people to get together. I can't think of
anything worse than where you have a system of alternat s
and you never remember whether you talked to the altern te
or whether you talked to the man who was the representative, and you can have all kinds of difficulties in thes
kinds of negotiations.
So I would hope we could end up keeping the commit
at precisely the same size and I think once, in ord r to
do that, once I got loose, strategically, that you would
have to vote for the most recent amendment, so there r ,
if that got passed -- and correct me if I am wrong -- an
then turn down the original amendment.
HEADY
My understanding is if we do not dop
the amendment before us now, we revert to the on
h
was presented before, or in other words, we are vo in
next on number two and if that fails, we rever to numb r
one, and then we consider whether we want to adop th
CHRISTMAN
Suppose that number two passes, don'
we go back to number one?
HEADY
No. If we pass number two, that's a
substitute motion, or in effect, it's an amendment that
amends the who le
<llRISTMAN
Well, let me conclude b sayin
or
my point of view, we would be safe to vote "no" in e ery cas ·
(Applause.)
HEADY

Is there more discussion?

Mr. Beckel.

PROFESSOR BECKEL
Well, if we do vote for number
two, then to emphasize the point made before, if eh
to enlarge, we are retaining an equity, because under
n':1mher two, there's six representatives for six hundred
eighty-four Faculty. That's in the first three co le
here are twelve representatives for two hundred four
Faculty, which retains the worst aspect of the present
mbership.
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.t
HEADY

Professor Meier.

MEIER
I just wanted to clarify the point if we go
back to vote "no," we vote down this amendment, yes , th
original amendment is on the floor, but we are also voting
for another amendment which has come, so to clarify the
point, by voting "no," does not mean accepting the firs
proposed amendment.
HEADY

Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND Inasmuch as we are now violating s
rule number whatever it is -HEADY

n ing

Not for another thirty seconds.

'

DRUMMOND I will take at least that long
nd
inasmuch as two former chairman of the Faculty Policy
Committee have recommended that we not increase the siz
of the committee, I move to table the propos 1, sac 'on
six (b) on page four of the Faculty Policy Cornmi t e r po
(Several seconds.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that we
the proposed changes in section six (b) .
DRUMMOND
HEADY

1

And six (c) .

And six (c).

Now , that is not a debatable motion, I beli ve.
It is not a debatable motion. Those in favor of
the motion to table, please say "aye"; opposed, 'no."
The motion is carried.
Anyone want a division?
All right, we tabled numbers six (a) and (b) on
Pages five and six. we still have additional items .
ay I ask if there's unanimous consent to continu
beyond the two-hour time period?
(Yelling of "No.
HEADY

11 }

Is there a motion to continue?
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FACULTY MEMBER

I so move.

HEADY Those in favor, please say "aye"; those
opposed, "no." All right, the motion is lost. We will
have to adjourn, if that's what you want.
Is there a motion to adjourn?
Just a moment, I have not yet adjourned the meeting
and I have a question.
I have not yet recognized a formal
motion to adjourn, and the question has been raised by
Professor Green, which I think is one we ought to consider,
and that is whether you want to have another meeting before
the next regularly scheduled Faculty meeting, which is the
second Tuesday of May, which I believe is May eighth.
GREEN I will make that in the form of a motion, that
we adjourn and reconvene next week at the regular time.
HEADY

Now we do have problems of a meeting place.

GREEN

Two weeks.

DURRIE
We have a time problem -- I mean, a place
problem, John, and I don't think we can have the Kiva here
until May, when our regular meeting ,is, except we can have
it Monday and Friday.
GREEN
same day.

I think it would be better to keep it the

SPOLSKY
Doesn't the standing order make provision
that we have to meet again?
COTTRELL
HEADY

You have to set the time in the motion.

Well, a motion to adjourn, if we adopt that

GREEN
No, I move that we adjourn and reconvene
in two weeks, and I think we are going to have to find a
Place where we can meet.
HEADY
Let's leave it up, if you can adopt this,
leave it up to the secretary to find the best time and
Place available.
Professor Hillerman.
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PROFESSOR HILLERMAN
Could I amend that? Could I
make it that the next time we convene, that this item be
the first thing on that agenda?
HEADY
I don't know whether it's an acceptable
amendment.
I don't think it is. We will have to act
on that when we reconvene.
Those in favor of the motion to adjourn, with the
understanding we have another meeting within two weeks,
please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
Adjournment, 5:11 p.m.
Respectfully submitted ,

John M. Durrie,
Secretary

ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND TENURE COMMITTEE NOMINEES
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GARO Z. ANT REAS IAN

B.F .A ., Joh n Herron School of Art
Professor of Art, Technical Director of Tamarind Institute
Came to UNM in 1964 from the faculty of John Herron School o f
Art and the technical directorship of the Tamarind Lithog raphy
Workshop
Member of AF&T Committee, 1971- 73
Special field of interest : lithography
ROY D. CATON u JR.,

B.S . , M. A.,
Fresno State College; Ph . D. , Oregon State Univers ity
Associate Professor of Chemistry
Came to UNM in 1962 from graduate study
Alternate on AF&T Committee, 1971- 73
Special field of interest : analytical chemistry , especially electrochemistry in molten salts
JAMES S. FINDLEY
B.A. , Western Reserve University; Ph . D. , University of Kan sas
Professor of Biology
Came to UNM in 1955 from fac u lty .of University of Sou th Dakota
Alternate on AF&T Committee, 1 965 - 68, 1969- 71 , Member, 1971-73
Special field of interest : mammalogy
NALD L . FOSTER

B. Mus . , M. Mus . , DePaul University; M.S . L . S ., University of Illinois
Catalog Librarian , Assistant Professor of Librarianship
Came to UNM in 1964 from University of Illinois Library
Special fields of interest : music education and woodwinds
LORES GONZALES
B.A., Highlands Univ ersity; M. A., Teachers College , Columb ia;
Ed . D., Pennsylvania State University
Associate Professor of Elementary Education
.
Came to UNM in 1966 from graduate work and teaching at Penn State
Alte:nate on AF&T Committe e, 1972 - 73
.
.
,
Special fields of interest : tea ching of reading and children s
literatur e in English and Spanish
:. BEN HERSH
: -A., Harvard University ; M. A., Ph.D., New York Universi ty
rofessor of Math e matics
Came to UNM in 1964 from the facu lty of Stanford Univers ity
Special field of interest : partial differential equations
-AMARA HOLZAPFEL
B.A. ~ University of North Carolina at Greensboro; M. A. , Ph.D.,
AsUni~ersi ty of Iowa
sociate Professor of Modern Languag es
.
.
Came to UNM in 1964 from the faculty of th e University of Iowa_
Special fields of interest : medieval Span ish literature and d ia l ectolog y

N1Es

D

• HORAK

B.s u ·
Asso· ' · n1.versity of
c c1.ate Pro fessor

.
·
M•s. , Ph • D· , Northwestern University
I 11 1.nois;
·
of Nuclear Engineering
Same. t .o UNM in 1969 from Los Alamos Scientific Labor<;ltory
Pec1.a1 fields of interest : materials science, lattice defects
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ominees for AF&T Committee, 1973-74
- 6DAVID S. KING

B.A., Manchester College; M. A., Ph.D., Indiana University
Associate Professor of Astronomy
Came to UNM in 1965 from graduate study and employment at Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Special field of interest: pulsating stellar models
RNOLD H. KOSCHMANN

A.B., Valparaiso University; B.S.E.E., M.S., Ph.D., Purdue University
Professor of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
Formerly Chairman of the Department of Electrical Engineering
Came to UNM in 1957 from the faculty of the University of Minnes~ta
and Minneapolis-Honeywel l Co.
Special field of interest : communication theory
OSE E. MARTINEZ

B.S. in C.E., University of New Mexico; M.S., Iowa State University
Professor of Civil Engineering
Came to UNM in 1947 from graduate study
Alternate on AF&T Committee, 1972-73
Special field of study:
sanitary engineering
GILBERT C • MERKX

A.B., Harvard University; M.A ., Ph.D., Yale University
Associate Professor of Sociology
Came to UNM in 1968 from faculty of Yale
Special fields of interest: political sociology, Latin American
area studies and the sociology of mental health and deviance
'.ARSHA11 R. NASON

B.A
M.A., Louisiana State University; Ph.D., University of Chicago
Professor of Modern and Classical Languages, Director of the Latin
American Center
Came to UNM in 1947 from graduate study
Member of AF&T Committee, 1967-69
Special field of interest: Latin American studies
0

,

ANET ROEBUCK

!·A., .University

of Wales, Ph.D., University of London
ssociate Professor of History
Came.to UNM in 1968 from postgraduate study
Special field of interest: social history of Britain, 19th & 20th
centuries

:-s.,

"NIEL Mo SLATE
M.A., Ph.D., University of Wash~ngton.
rofessor of Business and Administrative Sciences
.
.
.
Came to UNM in 1967 from the faculty of the University ?f. Illinois
Special fields of interest: economic analysis & competitive processes
RY
of the firm .
B. WHIDDEN
B.A• , un·1. v er s it
. y of Texas ; MA
• • , Uni'versity of North Carolina;
Ph.Do,
University
of
Texas
ASs
·
C 0 ciate Professor of English
ame to UNM in 1963 from graduate study
.
Special fields of interest: Elizabethan sonnet crcles, mythol~gical
Pyoe~ry and survival of Petrarchan conventions in modern musical
l rics

Approved by FPC:
March 7, 1973
Faculty Policy Committee
Proposals for Constitutional Revision
Faculty Han~book,

p. 21, Article I, Sec. S.

Sec. S(b) no,v reads:

Those members of the Voting Faculty present, on

active duty during a semester, but no fewer than twenty-five, shall constitute a quorum for business.
Sec. S(b) Proposed:

Those members of the Votin~ Faculty present, but no

fewer than ten percent of the voting faculty on active duty at the beginning of the academic year, shall constitute a quorum for business at
·a regular faculty meeting.
Sec. S(c) now reads:

Special meetings shall be called by the presiding

officer at his discretion, or whenever a request in writing is made by
fifteen members of the Voting Faculty or by a majority vote of any
College Faculty.
Sec. S(c) Proposed:

Special meetings shall be called by the presiding

officer at his di~cretion, or whenever a request in writing is made by
no fewer than five percent of the voting faculty on active duty at the
beginning of the academic year, or by a majority vote of any College
Faculty.

Those members of the Voting Faculty present, but no fewer

than fifteen percent of the Voting Faculty on active duty at the beginning of the academic year, shall constitute a quorum for business at a
special faculty meeting.

Faculty Handbook, p. 21, Article I, Sec. 6.
Sec. 6(a) now reads:
Sec. 6 ( a) Committees: There shall be a Policy Committet: empowered
(1) to define duties, nominate members, and designate chairmen for the
standing committees of the University Faculty, subject to consultation with
the President of the University and confirmation by the Voting- Facu lty ; (2)
to schedule reports from any of these committees at designated meetings of
the University Faculty; (3) to consider matters of educational policy in
general whenever such matters are not appropriate to any special committee; ( 4) to consult with the Administration in the development of the bud~et,
with special attention to the poli cy questions of the distribution of resources;
(5) to make reports and recommendations direct to the University Faculty
for action by t hat body; and ( 6) to express to the Ret?ents and others Facultv
points of view when authorized to do so by the Voting Facult y. By pet1tio~
of members of the Faculty, singl y or in groups, the Policy Committee shall
serve to represent such members before the Regents in any matter believed
worthy by that Committee.

Sec. 6(a) Proposed:
. Cl)

There shall be a Faculty Policy Committee empowered

to exercise ultimate responsibility for the agenda of University

Faculty meetings; (2) to define duties, nominate members , and designate
chairpersons for the standing committees of the University Faculty, subject to consultation with the President of the University and confirmation
by the Voting Faculty; (3) to create special committees to assist it and
be responsible to it; (4) to ·schedule reports from any committees at
designated meetings of the University Facu lty; (5) to consider matters of
educational policy in general whenever such matters are not appropriate to
any other committee; (6) to consult with the Administration in the development of the budget, with special attention to the policy questions of the
distributions of resources; (7) to formulate and recommend revisions and
by-laws of the faculty constitution; (8) to make other reports and recommendations direct~ to the University Faculty for action by that body; and
(9) to express to the Regents and others Faculty points of view when
authorized to do so by the Voting Faculty.

By petition of members of the
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Faculty, singly or in groups, the Policy Committee shall serve to represent such members before the Regents in any matter believed worthy by
that Committee.
Sec. 6(b) now reads:
(b) The Policy Committee shall be elected as follows: one member
elected by each of the College Faculties; one member elected by the Grarluate Committee; and three members-at-lar.(!'e elected by the Voting Facu lty
of which not more than two shall be from any one Colle.[!'e. Deans and
officio members shall not be eligible to serve on this Committee. For each
new College created a member shall be added to the Policy Committee :is
representative of that College. Members shall be elected to the Policy Committee for a term of two years. A member cannot serve more than four
years in succession. A member who has served on the Committee is elirdble
for reelection after a period of two years. To orig'inate the committe<;?, each
of the eight colleges or Schools shall draw lots to determine the four t hat
shall elect members for one year; and the Voting Faculty shall elect three
memb~rs preferentially, of which the first two shall hold office for two years,
the third for one year. After the first election all members sha ll be elected
for two years and elections shall be held whenever a vacancy exists by
reason of the completion of a term or for other reasons. Normally these
elections will take place as late in the academic year as possible.

e;

Sec. 6(b) Proposed:

Thirty-one members shall be elected to the Faculty

Policy Committee as follows:

four members and four alternates by the

College of Arts and Sciences; three and three alternates by the School
of Medicine; two and two alternates by the College of Education;
one and one alternate by each of the other college or School faculties;
one and one alternate by the Graduate Committee; one and one alternate by
the library faculty; fourteen members-at-large by mail ballot as stipulated in Sec. 6(c) of this Article.

Deans and ex officio members s hall

not be eligible to serve on this Committee.

For each new College or

School created a new member and alternate shall be added to the Faculty
Policy Committee as representative of that College or School.

Members

shall be elected to the Faculty Policy Committee for a term of t wo
years .

The chairperson, vice cl1airpcrson, and secretary of the Faculty

Policy Committee shall be elected by the Committee for one-year terms.

Sec. 6(c) Proposed new section: The fourteen at-large members of t he
Faculty Policy Committee shall be elected as follows:

(1)

A nominatin g

ballot shall be sent to each eligible faculty voter, allowing any number
of nominations but not exceeding the number of vacant at-large pos i ti ons.
(2)

A list of all persons nominated, with the number of votes received

by each, shall be published .

(3)

An election ba l l ot shall be s ent to

each eligib l e f aculty voter containing in random order a list of
the persons receiving t he highest number of nominati ng votes up t o t wic e
the number of vacant at-large positions and allowing a vote for up to one
half of the names on the list.
(4)

The votes shall be tabulated and published .

The persons who received the hig hest number of votes on t he e l ect ion

ballot shall be declared elected, subject to the provision that overrepresentation of any one college or school shall be avoided by limiting
the number of Committee members (elected by faculties and elected a t-l ar ge)
affiliated with the College of Arts and Sciences to ten, with t he Medical
School to seven, with the College of Education to five, and with each of t he
other Colleges or Schools to three.

If, as a result of these l imita t ions,

the list of names should become exhausted before t he fu ll membership of
the Committee is elected, the remaining positions s hall be fill ed by t he
next ranking faculty members not yet seated, regardless of a ffil i ati on
with a college or school.

(5)

Vacancies occurring during t he academic

year among the at-large members of t he Facu lty Policy Committ ee shal l be
filled by the next ranking f aculty members from the last election , r egard less of college or school affiliation.

Such replacement appointments ,

howcvC'r, shal 1 expire at the end of the academic year.

(6)

Elections

shall be held in the second semester of each academic year to fill any
vacancies that have occurred among the at-large membership during the
academic year and to fill vacancies created by the expiration of terms
of at-large members.
(7)

Such elections shall always be for t wo - year terms.

A period of ten days s hall elapse between the sending out of each

set of ballots and counting them.

The Faculty Policy Committee shall

be in charge of scheduling and administering these elections.
Faculty Handbook, p. 21, Article I, Sec. 4
Sec. 4(b), p. 21 of the Handbook, refers to the preparation of the agenda
of University Faculty meetings and should be changed to read as follows:
The agPnda for University Faculty meetings shall be prepared by the
University Secretary under the direction of the Faculty Policy Comm ittee.
A stenographer not a member of the Faculty shall keep verbatim minutes of

such meetings.

Every member of the University Faculty shall receiv e a

summary of the m'inutes, and the complete minutes shall be open to inspection by any member.

Faculty Handbook,

p. 21, Article I, Sec. 6 (continued)

Sec. 6(d) New section for the purpose of incorporating the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee (left unchanged) into the Faculty Constitution:
There shall be an Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
to discharg,e the functions assigned to it under the provisions of
the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure; from time to time to review
the Policy and recommend appropriate chanJ,!cS in it; to recommend approval or disapproval of applications for sabbatical leave; and to make
recommendations for appropriate changes in the sabbatical leave policy of
the University.

Sec . 6(e) New section dealing with tl1e composition and method of election
Cl e ft· unc }1angc d) o f ti1e A) "fC
· . me1nbcrsh1·p·
· ·

Tl1e members hip. of the Academic

Freedom and Tenure Committee shall be composed and elected as follows:

Nine regular members and five alternates, all of whom shall

be ~~mbers of the Voting Faculty, with tenure (or whose tenure
dec1s1on date has passed without ad\·erse notification). ?\"ot
more than one member of any department shall serve as a reg.
ular member or an alternate on the Committee at the same
time. Nominations shall be made from the floor at the reg'ufar
faculty meeting' preceding the election meeting. Additional
names may be placed in nomination by written petit ion signed
by fi\'e members of the Voti ng Facu lty presented to the li'aculty
Secretary at least ten days before the schedu led election meeting. Elect ion of r eg-ular committee members and alternates shall
be at a regula r faculty meeting during the second semester of
l'ach arademic year. E lection of regular members and a lternates
shall be by a single preferential ballot. The term of service
shall be two years for regular Committee members and one
year for alternates. No regular Committee member sha ll serve
more than two consecutive two-year terms. Chairman elected
by Committee. For a complete statement of the composition,
functions, and duties of the Committee on Academic Freedom
and Tenure see Section 20 of the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure ,

Sec. 6(f), now Sec. 6(d), proposed change:

....... These committees shall

elect their own chairpersons.
Sec . 6(g), now Sec. 6(e), deletion is proposed of the phrase:

No single

member shall serve on more than two standing cornrni ttees at a time .
Sec. 6(h) should be the new designation of the present Sec. 6(f).

The.NOTE in the Handbook,

p. 22 pertaining to the creation of special

committees is now incorporated in the new FPC description and should be
deleted.

~aculty Handbook, p. 23, Article III, Sec. 5
Deletion of Sec.sand abolition of the Administrative Committee is
proposed.

March 29, 1971

To:

John Durrie, University Secretary

From:

Gilbert W. Merkx, Associate Professor of Sociology
Charles Woodhouse, Associate Professor of Sociology

Re:

Amendments to the constitutional revisions suggested by
the Tillotson-Regner-Goldberg subcommittee.
Handbook, p. 21, Article I, Sec. 6.

ndment

1)

ndment

2)

ndment

3)

In regard to Section 6 (a) Proposed:
Delete item 1) entirely and renumber
the subsequent items of Section 6"(a) to correspond with this deletion.
Thus item 2 becomes item 1, item 3 becomes item 2, etc. As presently
proposed, item 1) reads: ''to exercise ultimate responsibility for the
agenda of University Faculty meetings." This issue will instead be taken
up in another amendment to be suhmitted later in this document in regard
to the proposed change for Sec. 4 of this article.
In regard to 6(a) Proposed: Delete item (7) entirely and renumber the subsequent items in accordance. The proposed item (7) reads: "to formulate
and recommend revisions and by-laws of the faculty constitution."
All h
c anges proposed by the subcommittee for Section 6(b) of Article I
shall be deleted. The following change shall be substituted for the
deleted changes:
The language of Section 6(h), Article I shall have inserted
on the third line, after the words "Graduate Committee;" the
phrase "one member elected by the library faculty; '"

4)
S)

tient

The proposed new section of Article I, Sec. 6(c), be entirely deleted.
With regard to the changes proposed for Sec. 4(b) of Article I, the
first sentence which the subcommittee proposed shall be deleted. This
proposed sentence is as follows: "The agenda for University Faculty
meetings shall be prepared by the University secretary under the direction
of the Faculty Policy Committee." To be substituted for this deleted
sentence is the following: "The agenda for University Faculty meetings
shall be prepared by the University Secretary in consultation with the
Chairperson of the Faculty Policy Committee and the Presiding Officer of
!_he Faculty. The University Secretary shall also serve as the Secretary
!2._f the Faculty."
The adoption of this amendment also will require the
deletion of the phrase "and a Secretary for three years" in Section 3(a),
Article I, and the substitution therefore of the above sentence.

6)

On p. 7 of the proposal, delete proposal to delete the following phrase
in Sec. 6(g), now Sec. 6fe), "No single member shall serve on more than
two standing committees at a time." (In other words, leave this provision
in the Faculty Constitution.)

April 9, 1973

Present and proposed compositions
of the Faculty Policy
Committee
FPC
(A)

(B)

Colleges and Schools
l.

A

2.

Faculty (1) Present

&S

I

II

340

l

4

2

Med. School

218

l

3

2

3.

Education

126

l

2

2

4.

Fine ·Arts

69

l

l

2

5.

Engineering

58

l

l

2

6.

Nursing

24

1

1

2

7.

20

l

1

2

8.

School of Law
Pharmacy

17

1

1

2

9.

Bus. & Adm. Sc.

16

1

l

2

Library

0

1

1

Grad. Committee

1

1

l

At Large

3

14

6

13

31

26

Other

Total

(1)

Faculty on active duty, Sem. I, 1972/73
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DATE:

ra,

F'ac1,l t..v

"( 1. i c-y

March 27, 1973

f':omm it tAc

oel 'Puf,a f!h, Assi st::int Professor, Denartment of Hi story

,1

fRaM:

sueJEcn

Changes in the sj zc c>ncl composition of the Pol icy Com.mi ttee

The proposal to enlarge the size of the Faculty Poli cy Committee is
basicalJy sonnd, but a committee of 31 members is too large, u nwieldy, and,
oerhaps without adequatw thought and discussion, might become somethin~
of a Faculty Senate . I also believe that the suggested representation for
the ~chool of Medecine is tco great, takine into account the student body
as well as the size of the faculty,
r wou] d therefore sug:1:est the fol Lowine; rP.vision or amend.'l'le;,t:

Twent y - one (21) members shall be elected to the r'acul ty Policy Committe
four members and fo11r alternates by the College of Arts and
Sciences ; two and two al tern;itFs by the School of Medec ine; two and two
alternates by the Coll P?;P of Education; one and one alternate by each of the
other coll ee;e or School faculties , by the Graduate Committee a nd the library
~acul ty. The rem;d ni.ng memberr; shall be elected at large as proposed
in Sec 6 ( c ) , pr ovided that no more than two members shall be chosen from
the College of Arts and Sci ences nor more than one from any other college
of faculty.
as follows :

J would also like to suggest that no member of the faculty be eligible

t0 sP.rve on the polic~ committee fo~ two concurrent terms, nor serv e more
thc,n four years in ;my tPn year peri.od.

THE UN IVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

DATE:

March 28, 1973

To:

John Durrie

rROM :

Virginia Crenshaw

SUBJECT:

Faculty Policy Committee Subcommittee for Constitutional
RPvision--Proposed Amendment
Sec. 4(b).
The Faculty Secretary and the University
Secretary shall be one and the same person.

